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Chapter 851 New Talent! 

The fleets were the absolute main forces of the civilizations. The efficiency of a Beyond Grade A could 

not compare with millions of official military battleships. However, individual power and collective 

power were different concepts. The individuals with great power possessed irreplaceable special effects 

on the battlefield. 

Compared to whole fleets, Beyond Grade As were smaller and more mobile. They could both fight fleets 

head-on and easily penetrate the defenses of the fleets to achieve their goal, such as eliminating the 

enemy’s leader. 

During battle, Han Xiao had already analyzed how the situation would play out. As long as the dynasty 

could hang on to the stage where they had to build stargates, the Arcane Church would undoubtedly 

attack the stargate. 

At that time, the six enemy Beyond Grade As would very likely change their strategy from aggressively 

attacking to holding the four of them back while sending a few to attack the stargate. 

This was the exact opportunity he was waiting for! 
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After fighting for so long, the agony of Promotion had gradually diminished, and Han Xiao had gotten 

used to the changes in his body. 

He was given five Race Evolution options to choose two from and then one Racial Talent each from 

these two races from all their talents to add into the talents of the Black Star Race. 

Compared to the previous Race Evolutions, the Race Evolution at the Beyond Grade A level was less 

random and gave more choices. 

The two races Han Xiao chose this time were [Void Saint] and [Void Juggler]. 
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Other than giving him the forty-five Endurance bonus, these also gave him bonus attributes of 266 

Strength, 310 Dexterity, 454 Endurance, 537 Intelligence, 372 Mystery, 177 Charm, and 1,600 Energy! 

With the Grade S Bonus, [Advanced Strengthened Life], [Eternal Body], and [Extraordinary Physique], 

Han Xiao’s health was now more than three million! 

Other than the help of his teammates, the ten-percent bonus to all attributes given by [Advanced 

Strengthened Life] was an important factor that allowed him to hold on under the violent attacks of the 

enemies. 

Things were the most dangerous at the start, and he had to use the Aurora Character Summon Card two 

times to get through it. When his attributes stacked higher, only then was he able to hang on. 



His main class turned from [Emperor Mechanic] to [Lord Mechanic], and his Machinery Affinity 

increased once again. With the bonus of the [Perfect Mechanical Sense] Character Summon Card, the 

strength of his mechanical army increased visibly. 

From the various talents of the two new races, Han Xiao chose two talents that would provide the most 

help to the current situation. From the way he looked at it, if he could snatch the opportunity, these two 

abilities were more than enough to turn the tables… And that opportunity was the moment when the 

enemy Beyond Grade As split up. 

Dylan and Mercer penetrated the dynasty fleet’s formation like a drill and headed right to the stargates 

that were being built, while Sagman and the other three stayed to restrain Han Xiao and the others. 

Milizaus could only watch the enemies split up. He tried to back up the dynasty fleet but was stopped by 

Sagman and the others. 

Only Han Xiao was able to send a part of his mechanical army to chase after Dylan and Mercer. 
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The quantity of the mechanical army was too high; even Sagman and the others were not able to stop all 

of them. However, they were not too worried as two Beyond Grade As would definitely be able to deal 

with that. 

Seeing Dylan and Mercer heading his way, Tarrokov immediately adjusted the fleet’s formation to 

continuously block the path of the two of them. 

Although this was able to slow the two of them down, it was not able to prevent the fact that the 

distance between the two of them and the stargates was slowly decreasing. 

“Black Star, this won’t last. Austin and my magic energy is still decreasing. We won’t be able to last 

forever. We can’t let the Arcane Church stop our reinforcements.” Milizaus was anxious. 

“The enemies have the numerical advantage and are forcing us to be on the defensive side,” Han Xiao 

said with a deep voice. “The only way to reduce the pressure we’re facing to the largest extent is to 

make them lose one Beyond Grade A.” 

“They have been maintaining their cooperation; we have no chance.” 

“No, I have a way to deal with those two who have split up from the rest. Maybe it’s worth the risk.” 

Han Xiao’s tone was serious. “However, EsGod is only chasing after me alone. His ability can stop my 

plan.” 

“What’s the success rate?” 

“If EsGod interferes, maybe there’s only a twenty-percent chance of succeeding. However, if I’m willing 

to give it all, there’s more than seventy-percent chance to succeed!” 

“What do you mean?” 

“EsGod’s goal is evolution, and his alliance with the Arcane Church is definitely based on that. I know 

what he wants, and if I give that to him…” 



“Got it. Do that then. This isn’t the time to hesitate. It’s better than dying a slow death.” Milizaus 

expressed his approval. 

“Okay!” 

Han Xiao clenched his teeth and made up his mind. He glanced at EsGod and suddenly opened his arms, 

using one of his new talents. 

“Void Prison!” 

All four Mages present noticed the large amount of Void Energy released from Han Xiao’s body that 

quickly filled the battlefield everyone was in. 

The next moment, everyone felt that this part of cosmic space became viscous, and their movements 

became slower. 

After sensing around, the four Mages all discovered that this was not just an ability that reduced their 

speed. The Void Dimension had descended on this part of the cosmic space and temporarily changed 

the space attribute of this area, forming a strange territory that slowed everyone down. 

“He changed this space with the power of the Void Dimension?” Ninjia frowned and tried to get rid of 

Void Prison, only to realize that his magic energy flowed slower, too. 

This type of ability was not rare, but the difficulty of getting rid of it differed based on the ability’s 

properties. The [Void Prison] talent from [Void Saint] formed a special territory using the power of the 

Void Dimension, which could last quite some time. 

Beyond Grade A Mages could break this territory, but it was very troublesome. Even if Ninjia and Taylor 

worked together, they would need some time. 

This ability even affected Milizaus and the others, as well as the mechanical army. There were only two 

people that could move freely—Han Xiao, who was very comfortable in this territory due to his Void 

talents, and EsGod, who had the Dimension Crack Esper Ability. 

With another teleportation, EsGod appeared right behind Han Xiao with a mocking smile. His strength 

Esper Ability enhanced fist headed for Han Xiao’s back. 

“This isn’t our first fight. You didn’t think that this kind of ability would work on me, did you?” 

“Is that so? Then what about this?” Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

EsGod’s fist was closing in on his back, but Han Xiao did not even look behind. Instead, he looked at the 

fleet battlefield faraway and focused on Mercer. 

EsGod noticed a subtle space ripple on Han Xiao’s body. The next moment, with a flash, Han Xiao 

switched places with Mercer. 

Before Mercer could react to how he suddenly appeared there, he was blown away by EsGod’s punch. 

After being stunned for a second, EsGod immediately realized what had happened. He quickly looked at 

the fleet battlefield faraway. Mercer, who had previously been there, had been switched for Han Xiao—

the location of the two of them had swapped instantly. 



[Void Swap], a talent from [Void Juggler], used fifteen percent of his health and energy. It would 

forcefully swap his location with the target and had a 320-second cooldown. 

[Void Prison] and [Void Swap] were two abilities Han Xiao deliberately selected to create this situation. 

“Space swapping type ability…” EsGod was a little surprised. It was not that he had never seen an ability 

like this. In fact, he even had one. However, his Esper Ability could only swap him with objects and not 

someone who had the same Grade as him. It was not even as good as his teleportation. 

Sagman and the others were shocked too—when did Black Star obtain this ability? There was no 

information about this anywhere! 

They looked far away, and their expression changed slightly. The fact that Mercer had been swapped 

over meant that Dylan was now alone against Han Xiao! 

The two of them were deep into the dynasty fleet’s formation and were very far from the others. With 

the restriction of the Void Prison, they could not assist Dylan immediately. 

“Black Star has been hiding this ability all along.” Ninjia was shocked. 

“We have to quickly break this ability and send people to assist Dylan,” Sagman said with a deep voice. 

If Dylan was held back, the dynasty would be able to successfully assemble the stargates—in their eyes, 

this was Han Xiao’s goal. 

However, none of them had guessed that Han Xiao’s true shocking goal was to reduce the Arcane 

Church’s numbers. 

In their eyes, Black Star did not have the ability to defeat Dylan in a short time. Therefore, not a single 

one of them thought that Han Xiao had done this to defeat Dylan. Even if they did know Han Xiao’s goal, 

they would not think that Han Xiao would be able to do it. After all, Dylan was a Beyond Grade A who 

excelled at defense and control; he would not be defeated so easily. 

… 

Han Xiao’s vision flashed as he swapped with Mercer and appeared not far from Dylan. 

Although Dylan was surprised by Han Xiao’s sudden appearance, he did not panic. In his eyes, Black Star 

would not be able to do much to him alone. 

However, Dylan had no idea how terrifying Han Xiao was if he did not hold back. 

“This is the only opportunity!” Han Xiao’s eyes focused. Without the interference of other enemies, only 

now did he have an opportunity to go all out. 

The next moment, Han Xiao aimed his hand at Dylan, who was covered in his water barrier, and 

activated his Ames Character Summon Card. 

A powerful force field appeared and shattered the water barrier. To Dylan’s shock, he realized that he 

was restrained by the force field. 
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Ames Character Summon Card—Gaze of the Dragon! 

Han Xiao had used Ames’ Character Summon Card once when he was at the Calamity Grade. He had 

obtained a new Blank Character Summon Card later and used it on Ames again. He had never met a 

situation where he needed to use it, until now. 

This powerful control ability could not restrain someone at the same Grade as him for too long; Dylan 

could escape anytime. 

Han Xiao was just about to continue his plan when EsGod arrived using teleportation again. 

His Dimension Crack and Teleportation ignored the Void Prison. He was the only one who could break 

Han Xiao’s plan. However, he did not come to protect Dylan; Han Xiao’s Evolution Cube was the only 

thing that mattered. 

“This guy…” Han Xiao expected this from EsGod. Having made up his mind, he activated the Evolution 

Cube and instantly shot out a beam of Evolution Energy at EsGod. 

“Hmm‽” EsGod’s expression changed as he stopped midair. 

However, his response was completely different from Sagman’s and the others. 

Not only did EsGod not dodge it, he instead deliberately headed right toward the beam of Evolution 

Energy. The black Evolution Energy flowed into his body, and a black cocoon started growing on his skin. 

The terms of him working with the Arcane Church were to help the Arcane Church obtain the Evolution 

Cube in exchange for one chance to use the Evolution Cube. Now, however, Han Xiao had directly sent 

him the Evolution Energy that he had been dreaming of. He immediately stopped bothering about 

everything else and directly took it in. 

This was Han Xiao’s plan. 

Isn’t this Evolution Energy the reason you’re targeting me? I’ll give it to you then. Will you continue to 

fight me or achieve your goal first? 

EsGod was controlled by Han Xiao with this immediately and did not continue to stop Han Xiao. 

While Dylan was still controlled by the Ames Character Summon Card, Han Xiao instantly arrived right in 

front of him using Void Hyperdrive. He threw a Luck Curse, grabbed onto Dylan’s shoulder, and activated 

the EsGod Character Summon Card! 

Esper Silence! 

This time, the force field had just disappeared. Dylan was just about to push Han Xiao away using his 

Esper Ability, but to his absolute shock, he realized that he could not sense the existence of his Esper 

Ability anymore. His expression changed drastically. 

“You…” 

Han Xiao activated all his explosive abilities including [Gene Liberation] immediately and yelled in the 

quantum network, “Fire!” 



The next moment, the mechanical army around them fired right at the two of them, and beams of 

psionic attacks landed on their bodies. 

Dylan was an Esper. Without his Esper Ability, he was nothing but a target that could not resist. 

Furthermore, he was not immune to True Damage! 

The blue cluster of light expanded and exploded! 

As the light dissipated, Dylan became covered in blood and on his last breath. Nanoparticle tentacles 

extended from the mechanical soldiers around, forming a few enormous chains that locked onto Dylan’s 

arms and legs, controlling his body tightly. 

All kinds of mechanical traps circled around Dylan and restricted his movements, while the barrels of all 

the mechanical soldiers aimed at him and were ready to fire anytime. 

Han Xiao was right behind Dylan. His arms locked around Dylan’s neck tightly, and his eyes were coldly 

staring in the direction of Sagman. It was clear that he was threatening them with Dylan’s life! 

Sagman and the others’ expressions changed dramatically! 

This was beyond all their expectations! 

Dylan had been captured by Black Star so quickly! 

How could Black Star possibly have such combat capability‽ 

“Im—Impossible!” Psyker’s eyes widened with disbelief. 

Sagman was shocked. Only now did he understand that Black Star’s goal was not to stall Dylan but to 

eliminate him to reduce their numbers! 

This time, the two Mages of the Arcane Church finally broke the Void Prison. Be it friend or foe, 

everyone looked at Han Xiao with shock. 

How did he capture a Beyond Grade A in such a short time‽ 

Sagman and the others did not dare continue attacking Milizaus and the others; they were afraid that 

Han Xiao would kill Dylan instantly. 

Milizaus and the other two were also shocked and did not move. 

“Sh*t…” Sagman was troubled. Dylan was clearly heavily injured, and his life was in Black Star’s hands. If 

they continued fighting, not mentioning whether they would still be able to complete the mission after 

losing one Beyond Grade A, Dylan would definitely die. 

Dylan was a Beyond Grade A, not someone they could just give up. 

Afraid of the repercussions of their actions, both sides stopped fighting, and the situation seemed to 

have come to a stalemate. 

Sagman clenched his teeth. He secretly gave Ninjia a look. Ninjia understood his meaning and sent a 

psychic message to EsGod. 



“EsGod, continue moving and destroy the dynasty’s stargate!” 

It was not that Sagman did not want to save Dylan, but Dylan had already been captured, and if they 

wanted to break this stalemate and have a chance at completing the mission, the only way was to let go 

of Dylan. 

However, he did not want to express his decision of giving up his teammate, so it was best to let EsGod 

do the work. EsGod did not belong to the Arcane Church. If Black Star killed Dylan because of that, they 

would have nothing to do with it. This was the only solution. 

However, EsGod ignored him completely and left the battlefield via teleportation, returning to the main 

ship of the Fallen Ark fleet where Fakisen was waiting. 

Hearing movement, Fakisen turned around but was shocked by EsGod’s appearance. Black lines were 

swimming on EsGod’s body like snakes under his skin. It was somewhat horrifying. 

“Your Excellency EsGod, are you injured‽” 

“Injured? No, no… I feel amazing!” 

EsGod forced out a smile. He had temporarily suppressed the Evolution Energy in his body, which was 

why he did not turn into a cocoon on the spot. 

“Send my order, retreat immediately!” 

“Ah? Are we not continuing the battle?” Fakisen wondered. 

“The goal is achieved. Let the Arcane Church restrain the dynasty’s fleet. We’ll retreat!” 

Having received the Evolution Energy, EsGod had already achieved his goal. There was no longer a need 

for him to continue working together with the Arcane Church. 

Right now, he could not wait to find a peaceful place to complete his evolution and did not care about 

helping the Arcane Church at all. 

EsGod knew that this was Han Xiao’s plot, but he did not mind falling for it if he could achieve his goal. 

His combat capability would be affected while suppressing the Evolution Energy. To him, completing the 

evolution was much more important than dealing with Black Star. 

As for trustworthiness… when did he have that? 

The Fallen Ark fleet stopped firing immediately. Now matter how much the Arcane Church commander 

roared, their retreat out of the battlefield could not be prevented. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao’s mouth twitched. 

EsGod’s reputation did not disappoint him. 

Han Xiao had no choice but to satisfy EsGod’s need. EsGod was the strongest of everyone present. As 

long as he was there, Han Xiao would always be at a disadvantage. EsGod’s teleportation was too great a 

threat to the stargates; he had to find a way to make him retreat from the battlefield. 



“Get through this danger first, find a way to deal with EsGod later… He participated in this attack and 

worked with the Arcane Church. The dynasty won’t let him get away with it easily.” Han Xiao did not 

dwell on it. 
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On the other side, EsGod’s retreat shocked the people of the Arcane Church. 

“EsGod!” Sagman was furious. 

In such a short period, the upper hand that they had firmly held disappeared completely. One of them 

was captured, and another fled. The seven Beyond Grade As that they originally had become five in the 

blink of an eye! 

And the root of all of this was Han Xiao! 

Sagman gritted his teeth so hard to the point his teeth almost cracked. 

Chapter 852 Forced Retreat 

As the Fallen Ark fleet stopped firing, their millions of spaceships turned into streams of light and left 

Planet Lighthouse, disappearing without a trace in the blink of an eye. It was clear that they were 

familiar with betraying their teammates and were experts at it. 

As the EsGod’s fleet departed, the situation of the battle changed instantly. 

Without the powerful exterior help, the number of battleships on the Arcane Church’s side reduced by 

almost half. By this point, the Planet Lighthouse army had already recalled all its fleet. The number of 

battleships on both sides was even; the Arcane Church could no longer obtain the upper hand. 

“Damn it…” Sagman looked at this with clenched teeth, but his heart was filled with helplessness. He 

was not in the mood to even blame EsGod for breaking their alliance. 

He knew that although they were working together, the Arcane Church upper echelons did not have 

much hope in EsGod. It was indeed because these upper echelons were confident about EsGod’s 

negative reputation that they gathered six Beyond Grade As to attack with the Ten Thousand Deity 

Scepter. They planned to be done with the battle before EsGod arrived all along. 
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In fact, according to the Arcane Church’s calculations, the success rate of this operation was indeed 

exceptionally high. It was a battle of six versus three to begin with, and if they had rendered Milizaus 

incapable of fighting with the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, the plan would have already been eighty 

percent complete. It was not impossible to capture three Beyond Grade As of the dynasty at that point. 

However, what they did not expect was Austin’s appearance, which turned the six against three 

situation into six versus four. 

Although it was just one more person, it greatly reduced the strength advantage of the six Arcane 

Church Beyond Grade As. 



More importantly, the powerful destructive weapon, the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, was countered by 

Black Star using a strange method and was even sealed! 
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If not for that, we would have already captured Black Star, obtained the Evolution Cube, and retreated 

with the fleet by now… This thought flashed through the minds of Sagman and the four others, making 

them frustrated. 

Observing the disadvantageous situation, Sagman could only feel a strong headache. 

If it was just EsGod retreating, the six of them would actually still have had a chance at completing the 

mission. 

After fighting for so long, Milizaus was heavily injured, Austin’s Palace of Hidden Spells was damaged, 

and Beyoni was not in a good state. Black Star was the only one still hanging on strong… but his 

mechanical army had also suffered enormous damage. 

Comparatively, the six of them were in good states. If they continued to fight, they would still have a 

high chance at winning. 

However, now that Dylan had been captured by Black Star, Sagman’s plan completely went to waste. 

In this battle, Black Star had once again showcased new abilities that no one knew of. Sagman had no 

choice but to admit that he did indeed fear Black Star for the fact that he did not know what other 

trump cards this guy was hiding. 

Ninjia frowned and asked in the psychic communication network, “What now?” 

Sagman looked at the enormous battlefield and saw that the Arcane Church’s fleet was now at a 

stalemate with the enemies, not able to prevent the dynasty fleet from assembling their stargates. 
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“Inform the commander, we’re retreating!” He squeezed out the words from between his tightly 

clenched teeth. 

“You’re giving up Dylan?” Psyker’s eyes looked hostile. 

“Sagman is right.” Ninjia nodded. “Dylan has been captured, and EsGod has retreated. It’s now five 

against four, and they have a hostage. The plan of quick attack has failed. There are only two paths 

ahead of us—continue fighting or retreat. 

“They’re not in a good state. We will no doubt win if we continue to fight. However, time is a problem. 

Having lost two combatants, we won’t be able to settle the battle quickly. Don’t forget, the Flickering 

World is the dynasty’s territory. We have no base here, and the secret stargate is our only way of 

retreating. The longer we fight, the higher the risk.” 

“Also, EsGod wants to use us to secure his retreat,” Taylor added. “We can’t let him have his way.” 

“Dylan…” 



“The risk of saving him is too high and will very likely make Black Star kill him. We have no choice but to 

leave him behind. That way, at least he can stay alive. The only way is to have the Arcane Church 

negotiate with the Crimson Dynasty afterward.” Ninjia shook his head. Even if the dynasty was willing to 

exchange the hostage, the Arcane Church would definitely bleed for it. Furthermore, the dynasty might 

not even be willing to. 

Psyker was in an extremely bad mood. His good friend was in Black Star’s hands. God only knew what 

the dynasty would do to him, but there was nothing he could do. 

“While the dynasty is still building the stargate, we’re retreating.” Sagman paused before saying with 

resignation, “Inform the upper echelons that this plan… has failed.” 

Everyone’s mood was down after hearing this. 

Six versus four, yet one of them was captured. This was beyond embarrassing! 

They had failed an almost infallible mission, and the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was sealed. How would 

the Arcane Church upper echelons see them? 

Almost every step that led to the tables turning had been caused by Han Xiao. 

Although they did not want to admit it, they knew that they were forced to retreat by Black Star! 

Psyker exchanged looks with the heavily injured Dylan faraway. His eyes were filled with apology. 

Seeing Psyker’s eyes, Dylan knew that he had been abandoned. He felt a sting in his heart; it did not feel 

good to be abandoned. Thinking of how he would be treated as a captive, his heart kept sinking. 

The effect of Esper Silence had already worn off, and Dylan’s Esper Ability had recovered. However, a 

round of attacks including True Damage had all landed on him earlier. Without the defense barrier from 

his Esper Ability, he had been critically injured. If not because Han Xiao wanted to capture him alive, he 

felt that he would have been killed directly. Fear still lingered in his heart. 

At this time, Han Xiao was right behind him. Han Xiao’s arms that were wrapped around his neck had 

explosive power. Dylan was no Pugilist. Although his body was much stronger than Calamity Grades, it 

was nothing worth noting at the Beyond Grade A level. With all kinds of mechanical traps, Dylan could 

not escape at all. Resisting was playing with his own life. 

Sagman and the other four retreated to the Arcane Church’s fleet and entered the spaceships. The 

Arcane Church fleet then started to retreat orderly. 

Relying on superior mobility, the Arcane Church’s fleet gradually distanced themselves from the 

dynasty’s fleet. 

Milizaus and the other two came to Black Star. Beyoni had a feeling that he had just evaded death. 

“Luckily, you captured one of the enemy Beyond Grade As, or they would not have retreated this 

easily… This guy is the Arcane Church’s ‘Sea Spirit’ Dylan. He’s not weak. What did you do to capture him 

so quickly?” 

Han Xiao gave Beyoni a strange look. “Trust me. You’re no stranger to this ability.” 



Back when they fought EsGod alongside each other, Beyoni had been hit with the authentic ‘Esper 

Silence’ and still remembered that feeling vividly. Only, he did not know that Han Xiao was talking about 

that. 

Esper Silence was the nemesis of Espers. There were probably not many Espers in the entire universe 

who could beat EsGod one on one. Han Xiao’s EsGod Character Summon Card had two usages. 

He had used one on Dylan, and he planned to use the next one on EsGod. 

Before the start of the battle, he obtained two Blank Character Summon Cards from the Random 

Reward. However, he did not use them on EsGod. After all, EsGod had way too many Esper Abilities; the 

chance of getting Esper Silence again was too slim, and the other random abilities were not too useful to 

him. He needed to use them to obtain Reynold’s Perfect Mechanical Sense. 

On the other side, Milizaus watched as Sagman and the others retreated. He then asked with a deep 

voice, “They’re fleeing—should we chase?” 

“Don’t count me in on the chase,” Austin said calmly. “Black Star, I’ve returned the favor. You now owe 

me a big favor.” 

“Got it.” Honestly, if not because Austin maintained his moral principles and kept his promise, someone 

on the dynasty’s side would definitely have died. 

Austin nodded with satisfaction. He then turned to look at his Forbidden Sorcerers, who had suffered 

heavy casualties, and felt a heartache. These were all his elites and were very tiring to train. 

As for the heavily damaged Palace of Hidden Spells, Austin did not care at all. He just had to spend some 

time to repair it, and the material fees for that were nothing to him. To a Mage at his level, earning 

money was as easy as breathing. 

Austin was not a dynasty ally, so Milizaus could not ask him to do anything. He then looked at Beyoni 

and asked, “What about you?” 

“Don’t come to me again for something this risky.” Beyoni rejected him on the spot. 

After finally surviving this lethal threat, he was not planning to throw himself into danger again. He 

much preferred to stay there and wait for reinforcements. 
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“You really are a wimp.” Milizaus despised him. 

“I’m the most vulnerable, and I’m afraid of dying, okay?” Beyoni snorted before turning to look at Han 

Xiao. “Are you chasing?” 

“What do you think?” Han Xiao’s mouth twitched. Neither you nor Austin are not going, so why the hell 

would I go? Do you think I’m tired of living? 

“Since you’re all not going…” Milizaus’ tone suddenly changed as if he was relieved. “I feel much better.” 

The other three looked at him simultaneously. 



“What, see this hole in my chest? I’m the most heavily injured. Are you guys going to force me to chase 

them and take more beatings? Show some care for an elderly dragon, will you?” 

Han Xiao was speechless. 

You’re not going yourself, so why the hell did you even ask the others? 

However, it was true that other than him, the other three were not in good states. The risk of chasing 

was too high; no one could blame them for not wanting to. 

This time, Tarrokov contacted them, and his tone was surprised. 

“Black Star, you’ve captured an Arcane Church Beyond Grade A?” 

“As you can see.” Han Xiao turned to look in the direction of the main fleet and casually grabbed Dylan’s 

head. It was wet, slippery, and quite smooth. 

“Great! You’ve made the Arcane Church pay the price! This way, we will have chips to negotiate with!” 

Tarrokov’s tone was excited for a moment. He then paused and became serious again. “The Arcane 

Church is retreating. I’ll send out troops to track them. You guys stay here on standby. Do not chase 

after the enemies on your own accord.” 

“Don’t worry, we won’t even if you beg us to.” Han Xiao sighed. 

“That’s for the best.” Tarrokov nodded. 

The Arcane Church’s surprise attack was resolved. Not only did they not lose any high-level combatants 

on their side, but Black Star even captured an enemy Beyond Grade A. 

Tarrokov did not want them to chase. The stargates were being built near Planet Lighthouse and could 

not be built while moving. If the Arcane Church suddenly attacked back after they left Planet Lighthouse, 

the upper hand that Black Star had fought so hard to obtain might be lost. 

Tarrokov was not in a hurry to chase the Arcane Church and maximize the results. As an experienced 

commander, he preferred to take one step at a time. 

Therefore, he only sent out troops to track the Arcane Church and lock down their escape route. Black 

Star and the others would wait at Planet Lighthouse for the reinforcements. This was the safest strategy 

and would not give the enemies any chances. 

The Arcane Church’s fleet left the battlefield and turned into streams of light, disappearing from their 

sights. 

Tarrokov sent out a small team to track them, leaving the rest to guard the engineering team as they 

assembled the stargates. 

The enemies had retreated, and the battle had finally ended. Han Xiao and the others were all relieved. 

They flew toward their own battleships and counted their losses. 

At the same time, Tarrokov contacted the dynasty’s upper echelons to report the situation there. 

… 



After the news of Planet Lighthouse being attacked by the Arcane Church reached the dynasty’s mother 

planet, it caused a storm among the military’s upper echelons. 

Urranrell immediately summoned all the military heads in the conference room; those not present 

attended the meeting via remote projections. 

The first battlefield status Tarrokov sent back showed that they were facing the attacks of seven Beyond 

Grade As, the Arcane Church, and the Fallen Ark. The difference in strength was too large, and the 

situation was dire. 

The military upper echelons in the room had already analyzed the situation. Most people, including 

Urranrell, were sure that Planet Lighthouse had no hope and would most likely be wiped out by the 

Arcane Church. The three dynasty Beyond Grade As would end up either dead or captured alive by the 

enemies. 

Currently, they were discussing how the dynasty would respond to this matter. 

“Her Excellency is right. The Arcane Church and the Federation of Light attacked our troops together and 

killed three of our Beyond Grade As and Marshal Tarrokov. We have to take revenge.” 

Many military upper echelons expressed their approval. Tarrokov was very reputable among the military 

and would likely be killed this time. Flames of revenge lit up in the hearts of many of his old comrades. 

Urranrell nodded expressionlessly as well. 

The moment Urranrell received this news, she had already decided to enact revenge on the Arcane 

Church. 

The dignity of the dynasty had been challenged, and they had suffered a heavy loss. They absolutely 

could not let this go, or the dynasty’s dignity would be shattered, and their allies would lose all trust. 

Most of the dynasty’s military personnel were direct; the majority of them agreed with taking revenge. 

However, even in such a powerful civilization like the dynasty, there were still different opinions. A small 

part of the people present objected to overly violent revenge. They were not against taking revenge, but 

they felt that the dynasty’s military power was restrained by the Flickering World, and their 

counterattack should not be too violent. If they really triggered a universal war, the dynasty’s situation 

would only worsen. 

Just when they were discussing intensely, a new remote projection appeared in the conference room. It 

was Tarrokov. 

The military upper echelons present all shut up immediately and looked at him. 

“Your Excellency, we have successfully guarded Planet Lighthouse. We have forced the Arcane Church 

and the Fallen Ark to retreat. The battle has ended. The casualties and damages are still being 

calculated. Milizaus, Beyoni, and Black Star are safe.” Tarrokov nodded at the people present. 

All the upper echelons present were shocked. 



“You forced all the enemies to retreat?” Urranrell raised her brows, and a slight tint of surprise flashed 

passed her eyes. “Tell me the details.” 

Tarrokov nodded and simply explained the battle without exaggerating anything. 

While listening, everyone’s expression changed multiple times. They all noticed how much Black Star 

had contributed in this battle—secretly calling for Austin’s help, stopping the Ten Thousand Deity 

Scepter, capturing Dylan… Almost every step of the Arcane Church’s plan was countered by Black Star. 

It could be said that if Black Star did not do the things he did, the three Beyond Grade As of the dynasty 

would probably not have survived, and the enemies would have succeeded. 

The dynasty’s upper echelons exchanged glances. 

Han Xiao could even turn the tables in such a hopeless situation. This new ally… seemed a little too 

strong. 

Urranrell narrowed her eyes. This battle had been caused by Black Star, which she had not originally 

been happy about. It was clearly not worth losing two Beyond Grade As for Black Star. 

However, Black Star’s results left her with nothing to say. He had even captured one of the enemy 

Beyond Grade As and given chips to the dynasty. 
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This battle result was flawless and wiped away the unhappiness she had. She could not help but praise 

Han Xiao in her mind. 

However, Urranrell would not express that on her face. She slowly nodded without changing her 

expression. 

“Send my orders. Have all the fleets in the Flickering World chase after the enemies. Also, move the 

troops in the Shattered Star Ring to attack the stargate stronghold of the Arcane Church in the Shattered 

Star Ring when needed. Try to eliminate them before they return to the Central Galaxy.” 

Urranrell paused. “Also, tell Black Star to talk with me directly later.” 

At the same time, the Arcane Church upper echelons also received a report from their fleet… 

Chapter 853 Report 

A few minutes earlier, on Silver Arm, the Arcane Church’s mother planet… 

The Bishops once again gathered in the hall, sitting in their respective seats and resting with their eyes 

closed. 

The Arcane Church’s religion and authority were united; their faith and politics were inseparable. The 

Bishops controlled enormous power. The robe of every Bishop was luxurious, and their styles differed 

drastically in color and pattern, which represented the faction each of these Bishops oversaw. 

The influence of this operation was enormous, so the Bishops were directly in charge. 



Quite some time had passed since they sent the fleet over with the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening 

Transportation Device. The Arcane Church did not have a quantum communication network in the 

Flickering World, so messages could only be sent back through special methods. Therefore, the Bishops 

were still waiting for the good news from Sagman and the others. 
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One Bishop looked at the time and nodded. “They should have already succeeded.” 

“The time fits, but why haven’t we received any messages?” another Bishop wondered. 

“Maybe they’re counting the gains.” 

With someone starting the topic, they discussed softly. They were patient and did not think any accident 

would happen to this operation. 
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In their perspective, the forces on their side had an overwhelming upper hand. There was really no 

reason to fail. 

The door of the room suddenly opened. 

The ceiling of the round table conference hall was very high, and the door was also ten meters tall. It 

was pure white and did not look like it was made of metal but of white jade. There was no groove 

marking the door; it was perfectly smooth like a wall when closed. At this time, this white gate started to 

turn into a bubble from the middle and shrunk to the sides, like boiling liquid, but did not open 

completely and only showed a two-meter-wide gap. A person walked into the room, and the gap closed 

behind him. 

The Bishops stopped talking and all stood up and greeted with their heads lowered with respect. 

“Your Excellency, Pope.” 

This was the highest leader of the Arcane Church, the Pope. 

The Pope grunted a greeting and walked up to the main seat. The seat was a hovering white sphere. As 

he sat down, part of this sphere was pushed down like it was soft and adjusted to his body shape, 

forming the most suitable seat according to his body structure. 

Only then did the Bishops sit down. Seeing that the Pope had only come to wait for the news and did 

not plan on speaking, they did not continue discussing. 

After waiting for a while, the remote projection of the fleet’s commander suddenly appeared in the 

middle of the round table—he had finally come to report. 
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The fleet commander did a military greeting and said with a stiff face, “Your Excellency, respected 

Bishops… the battle has ended. We’re now retreating.” 



“Hmm, bring the Evolution Cube back quickly. We will send out troops to assist you,” a rather impatient 

Bishop said directly. 

The fleet commander opened his mouth and had an awkward expression like he did not know what to 

say. 

Seeing this, everyone was puzzled. The commander whom they had sent this time was an elite. Why was 

he acting this way? 

“Is there an issue?” someone asked. 

“…Yes. We could not complete the mission. This operation has failed,” the fleet commander replied with 

a stiff tone. 

The upper echelons used so many resources and gave them so many advantages. However, even with all 

that, they could not complete a single mission they were given. Not only that, they even lost a Beyond 

Grade A. The commander felt truly ashamed, and he knew that his future would likely end there. 

“Failed‽” The Bishops were stunned and furious. Having used so many resources, how could he fail with 

such a large advantage‽ 

“Go through the details. How exactly did you fail? We gave you two missions—obtain the Evolution 

Cube and kill Milizaus and the dynasty’s Beyond Grade As. Don’t tell me you did not complete any of 

them.” 

“…Yes. We could not defeat Black Star and the others, did not snatch the Evolution Cube, and did not kill 

or capture any of the Dynasty Beyond Grade As…” 

The Bishops’ faces were twitched. 

Did not snatch the Evolution Cube? Fine, after all, Black Star stopped Psyker’s psychic senses, so it was 

not impossible to fail. But you must’ve killed at least one Beyond Grade A, right? How could you not 

even achieve this basic goal? Do you think that we worked with the Federation of Light and paid a huge 

price to borrow the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device just to send you lot there for 

a tour‽ 

A Bishop could not help but asked, “You guys even took the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter this time, so 

how could you have not even killed a Beyond Grade A? Did Sagman and the others not use it?” 

“No, they did…” 

“Then what happened?” 

“It’s Black Star. Sagman and the others used the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter to heavily injure Milizaus, 

but Black Star used an unknown method to block the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter’s attack directly!” 

The Bishops frowned. The Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was not impossible to block; it was just that most 

of the methods would be useless. They had read about Black Star before and knew Black Star’s abilities. 

He did not seem to possess means to block the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter’s attacks. Furthermore, this 

was the first time that they had used the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter on him, so Black Star did not know 



what the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter’s attacks were like before this, nor did he know that they would 

use this weapon. Therefore, it was very unlikely for Black Star to have made preparations for it. 

“One more thing… the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was sealed by Black Star using an unknown method. 

Sagman and the others said they can’t break it. This is what it’s like…” Then, the fleet commander 

showed the current state of the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter to them. 

The Bishops’ expressions changed. The Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was their destructive weapon 

against Beyond Grade As, but it had been sealed by some kind of material. Even Beyond Grade A Mages 

could not get rid of it. What kind of strange material was that? 

A Bishop endured his rage and said with a deep voice, “Useless… Bring the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter 

back to be studied.” 

This time, another person knocked the table. “Even if you couldn’t use the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, 

there were still seven Beyond Grade As, and that’s plenty to eliminate the enemies. Why retreat before 

the mission is complete?” 

The fleet commander clenched his teeth and said, “There were more than three Beyond Grade As on the 

enemies’ side. We did not know that Black Star partnered up with Austin, and Austin was waiting near 

Planet Lighthouse. He interfered in this battle, and then EsGod was bribed by Black Star and fled, leading 

his troops away. Dylan was captured by Black Star too. If we continued to fight, the dynasty’s 

reinforcements would have arrived. We were forced to retreat…” 

After hearing the brief description of the battle and results, the Bishops were enraged. 

It was infuriating enough that the operation had failed, but not only did you not complete the mission, 

you did not kill a single enemy with the numbers advantage and even lost a Beyond Grade A‽ 

A bunch of incompetent fools! 

If not because they had to give face to the Beyond Grade As, a few Bishops might have lashed out. 

This time, the Pope, who had been quietly listening, spoke with an expressionless face. 

“Dispatch troops to assist the Shattered Star Ring to prevent the dynasty from destroying our local 

stargate stations. You must bring Sagman and the others back to the Central Galaxy. Send 

reinforcements to prevent the dynasty from intercepting them. At the same time, strengthen Silver 

Arm’s defenses to prepare for the dynasty’s possible revenge. Inform the garrisons of the various Star 

Fields to enter full alert state.” 

Then, the Pope stood up and left. Although he did not show any emotion, the Bishops knew the Pope’s 

personality and were certain that he was furious to the extreme. 

… 

At the same time, the Federation of Light received the message as well. 

“The Arcane Church failed?” 

President Bader was shocked. He browsed through the information and narrowed his eyes. 



“How unexpected…” the Chief Elder said with a weird tone. “The Arcane Church was defeated by Planet 

Lighthouse even in this situation. Aren’t they too useless?” 

Bader did not immediately reply. His fingers swiped a few times on the virtual screen, bringing up Black 

Star’s information. “Instead of saying that the Arcane Church was forced to retreat by Planet Lighthouse, 

the Arcane Church basically lost to Black Star. Tarrokov is famous as a Crimson Dynasty commander who 

excels at defenses. It’s not weird for him to last a period of time with a fleet less than half of the size of 

the enemy. The real breakthrough is at the Beyond Grade A battlefield. Black Star turned the situation 

around on the Beyond Grade A battlefield, which was what caused the entire situation to change.” 

“The Arcane Church lost a Beyond Grade A, tsk tsk…” The Chief Elder grinned. “They really suffered a 

huge loss this time.” 

Bader smiled faintly too. Although they had worked together with the Arcane Church, he was more than 

happy to see both sides suffering losses. No matter how much the Crimson Dynasty and the Arcane 

Church fought, the Federation of Light would definitely gain from it. 

After all, they did not send out any troops and only lent their Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening 

Transportation Device once. Even if the dynasty wanted revenge, they would mainly focus on the Arcane 

Church and would not do too much to the Federation of Light. 
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“Your Excellency, what are you planning to do next?” 

Bader pondered for a moment before saying, “The Crimson Dynasty will not easily let go of this Arcane 

Church team… Dispatch our troops and allies in the Shattered Star Ring to interfere.” 

“Are you planning to help the Arcane Church to escape?” 

“No, the partnership between us and the Arcane Church is only limited to lending them the 

transportation device. That was just a deal, and now the deal has ended, so there’s no need to continue 

the partnership… Help the dynasty intercept the Arcane Church’s fleet!” 

The Chief Elder shook his head with resignation. 

How horrible, selling their partner right afterward… However, they were never allies to begin with; they 

only targeted the dynasty together while the dynasty was exploring the Flickering World. The three 

universal civilizations were all competitors to each other. They would work together if there was 

something to profit from and fight each other the rest of the time. They were all used to it. 

The Chief Elder suddenly thought of something and chuckled. “By the way, the biggest winner this time 

seems to be EsGod.” 

“I don’t really think so. It’s just one chance to use the Evolution Cube.” Bader looked at Han Xiao’s data 

again. “The Arcane Church have the moral low ground, so the dynasty will definitely make 

announcements regarding this matter. This means that Black Star’s achievements in this battle will be 

spread across the entire universe. A Beyond Grade A who has killed or captured another Beyond Grade 

A is very different from one who has not. 



“Furthermore, he was the main target of the Arcane Church this time, but he forced them to retreat. He 

basically made the Arcane Church his steppingstone. His influence will see explosive growth. Not only 

that, having achieved so much in this battle, his position in the dynasty will increase tremendously. 

“Black Star is the biggest winner this time.” 

… 

The battle had just ended. When the three civilizations’ upper echelons were receiving the news, Han 

Xiao flew into a Black Star Army battleship and told Phillip to count the losses as well as gather the 

officers. 

The Black Star Army did not leave many ships on Planet Lighthouse. During the battle, the dynasty’s fleet 

was the main force, so the battleship damage incurred was not much. However, the Calamity Grade 

Black Star Guards all took part, and he wanted to know if there were any casualties. 

Aurora waiting in the cabin. The moment she saw Han Xiao, she immediately dashed to him. 

Aurora hugged him on her tiptoes around his waist. 

“It’s great you’re okay. I was so worried!” Aurora buried her head in Han Xiao’s arms. 

Smelling the refreshing aroma from Aurora, Han Xiao’s tensed nerves finally relaxed. 

Facing seven Beyond Grade As was extremely dangerous. Not only was he getting beaten up, but he had 

also been enduring the pain from his Promotion. Now that he was relaxed, only then did he feel tired 

and pain all over his body. The pain from the Promotion had yet to fully disappear. 

Han Xiao looked down at Aurora. Sensing the softness in his arms, he felt much better. He patted 

Aurora’s head and asked, “Where’s your sister? Is she okay?” 

“Hmm, I sent her life force a few times; she’s still alive.” 

At this time, the hatch opened again. Hila and the other Black Star Guards all walked in. Everyone was 

wounded, but no one had died. This was all thanks to the potions that Aurora had made. Every Black 

Star Guard had some of Aurora’s potion with them. They were extremely effective and more than 

enough to guarantee the lives of these Calamity Grades. 

Aurora turned around and looked through the gap between Han Xiao’s arms. Having realized that Hila 

was wounded and bleeding, she quickly left Han Xiao’s embrace and ran over. 

“Sis, you’re wounded. Let me heal you.” 

Hila waved her hands and rejected her. “The battle has ended. Such a small wound will recover in no 

time. Don’t waste your life force.” 

Then, she turned around and looked at the Black Star Guards behind her. “You guys aren’t allowed to do 

that either… Hmm, except Feidin.” 

Hadavy and the others were originally hoping for Aurora to heal them, but hearing what Hila said, they 

had no choice but to let go of that thought. 



“Why except me?” Feidin pointed at his head with resignation. “Don’t misunderstand, Chen Xing told 

me to ask.” 

“Black Star said that you’re lucky and told us to benefit from your luck from time to time.” Hila told the 

truth. 

Then, Hila turned and looked at Han Xiao. She sized him up and saw that he had not lost an arm or a leg; 

she was relieved. Her lips moved slightly like she wanted to say something, but in the end, she only 

nodded. 

This time, Hadavy suddenly said, “I just heard you captured a Beyond Grade A. Where is he?” 

With that brought up, everyone was curious. This was the first time their Army Commander had 

defeated a Beyond Grade A head-on, so they all wanted to see the Beyond Grade A captive. 

Han Xiao smiled and told his mechanical army to bring Dylan in. Dylan was restrained by machinery all 

over his body like a metal mummy, only showing his face. 

Such restraints could not limit the movements of a Beyond Grade A, but Dylan knew that he had been 

abandoned and that it was meaningless to resist deep behind enemy lines. He had no choice but to 

accept the fact that he was now a captive. 

The Black Star Guards all approached and sized him up, talking about him right under his nose. 

“Defeated in just one blow? You’re so weak.” 

“What are you talking about? The Army Commander is just too strong!” Hadavy said with anger. 

“Right, right, right!” 

Dylan was furious. As a powerful Beyond Grade A, he was now being observed like a zoo animal. He 

almost wanted to use his Esper Ability to teach these Calamity Grades a lesson. 

Even in this state, he could not endure being shamed by these people! 

Having noticed energy flowing, Han Xiao said with a hostile tone, “You want to resist?” 

“Tell your subordinates to piss off!” Dylan roared. “Don’t think that you can humiliate me just because 

you captured me. Even in this state, I can still kill them easily.” 

“Oh, you reminded me. Tying you up like this doesn’t seem safe enough.” 

Han Xiao smiled faintly. He took out the Spacetime Amber and made Dylan hover in midair. 

The Black Star Guards knew the effect of this thing. They all backed away, sneering. 

Seeing their expressions, Dylan suddenly had a bad feeling and asked, “What are you doing?” 

“Don’t worry, you’re already a captive. Not only will I not hurt you, but I will also guarantee your safety.” 

Han Xiao chuckled. “Trust me, I will absolutely not let you get hurt.” 



Han Xiao activated the Spacetime Amber. After some time, it finally surrounded Dylan entirely, and Han 

Xiao immediately cut off the energy supply. Dylan was a captive, so he had more than enough time to 

create plenty of amber. 

The next moment, the spacetime solidified and formed an amber ball, freezing Dylan within. His puzzled 

expression was fixed on his face. 

“This way, there’s no need to waste manpower watching him.” Han Xiao chuckled. 

Hadavy knocked on the amber ball and giggled. “Can you kill me easily now?” 

Dylan was frozen but could still sense the outside world. Realizing that he could not move his body at all, 

he was stupefied. 
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So, this is the ability that sealed the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter. This isn’t Black Star’s ability! 

Other than the Evolution Cube, Black Star has another Universal Treasure‽ 

After teasing the immobile Dylan for a while, the Black Star Guards left one after another. After a huge 

battle, they were all tired and went to rest. 

Having watched everyone leave, Han Xiao opened the interface. 

He finally had some time to check the losses and gains of this battle. 
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Chapter 854 Lord Mechanic 

“The Arcane Church forced quite a number of trump cards out of me this time…” 

The most dangerous stage had passed, but Han Xiao knew that the battle had yet to end. The Arcane 

Church had appeared out of nowhere using the Federation of Light’s Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening 

Transportation Device, but they would have to cross the universe in their spaceships when returning. 

With the dynasty’s way of doing things, there was no way they would let the six Beyond Grade As of the 

Arcane Church leave just like that… 

Oh, it’s five Beyond Grade As now. 

Therefore, when Ty-Ty and the others arrive, it will be their turn to chase after Sagman and the others. 

There are billions of dynasty troops in the Flickering World, so this group of Arcane Church people will 

not be able to easily retreat. 

Even if they were able to flee the Flickering World, the Shattered Star Ring was still waiting for them. 

The Shattered Star Ring was the base of the Klent Kingdom, the Bloodshed Land, and the Black Star 

Army. Having received such a huge gift, Han Xiao had to return a gift; he was not a petty person. He had 

already decided to use all of the Black Star Army’s forces and his complex network in the Shattered Star 

Ring to do so. 
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While planning in his mind, Han Xiao looked at the interface at the same time to calculate the losses the 

Arcane Church had given him. 

Rushing levels during the EXP penalty period cost him a ton of EXP. Even for Han Xiao, he felt a 

heartache thinking about this number. He did not like wasting. If the extra EXP had been used to level up 

blueprints, he would have gotten so many Potential Points. 

In terms of Character Summon Cards, the usages of Reynold, Aurora, and Ames’ Character Summon 

Cards had all been depleted. The EsGod and Heber Character Summon Cards each had one use left. They 

were both powerful trump cards. That was especially so for EsGod’s [Esper Silence] Character Summon 

Card. It would be extremely powerful against EsGod. With one remaining use, this meant that he had 

fewer ways to fight EsGod. 

Furthermore, EsGod was the winner of this attack. He had no choice but to satisfy EsGod’s needs due to 

the Arcane Church’s attack to force EsGod off the battlefield. With the Evolution Energy, EsGod would 

be more difficult to deal with and might even touch the doorstep of the ‘higher level’ that he sought. All 

things considered, his plan to deal with EsGod had been disrupted, and he was quite unhappy. 
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“Nonetheless, the mission rewarded three unknown Character Summon Cards. Together with the two 

Blank Character Summon Cards from the Random Reward and an Ability Upgrade Card, at least it 

somewhat made up for the losses.” Han Xiao shook his head. 

The damage incurred to his machinery was also quite large. A lot of mechanical soldiers had been 

destroyed. The mechanical lives were still alright, as Han Xiao purposely did not let them take part in the 

direct battle against the Beyond Grade As, so they did not suffer many casualties. 

Compared to other machinery, the mechanical lives with the capability to grow had higher potential. It 

would be a pity for them to be destroyed in such a one-sided battle. The other machines were more 

than enough as pawns. 

In some respects, Han Xiao was the cause of this battle. If any Beyond Grade As had died because of it, 

the dynasty would definitely not have been happy about it. However, luckily, with the help of Austin, 

they had just been wounded, which made things easier for Han Xiao. 

This way, he owed Austin a huge favor, which was not a completely bad thing. Sometimes, owing 

someone a favor would lead to a better relationship. 

Austin was originally neutral, but after he messed with the Arcane Church after this battle, it would be 

very difficult for him to continue to exclude himself from everything. Although he would not go so far as 

to immediately join the dynasty, all the forces in the universe would mark him as being on the side of 

the dynasty. He would no longer be able to keep a low profile like before. 

Han Xiao then thought of Psyker, and his expression became weird. 

“If that’s the case… Austin is now close to the dynasty; Ames is my ally, so she’s considered an indirect 

ally of the dynasty; Heber also belongs to the dynasty. Including me, four of the five Beyond Grade As in 

the Shattered Star Ring are related to the dynasty. Psyker will probably have to keep quiet in the 

Shattered Star Ring in the future.” 



With this thought, Han Xiao opened the mission list and claimed the [Completed] missions. He was only 

confident about claiming the reward after touching Feidin earlier. 
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_____________________ 

[Cause and Effect] completed! 

According to your performance, you have received 45,000,000,000 EXP, 3 Random Reward, [Character 

Summon Card—’Child of Light’ Sagman], [Character Summon Card—’Star Pupil’ Psyker], and [Character 

Summon Card—EsGod]. 

[Character Summon Card—’Child of Light’ Sagman]: [Light Particle Stream—Infiltration]—Releases a 

powerful light energy particle beam that has high Penetrating, Explosive, and Burning Damage. The light 

energy will continue to deal damage and give the target [Energy Disruption] and [Energy Suppression] 

statuses. When the enemy uses energy attacks, the power would decrease, the cost will increase, and 

their accuracy will decrease. Uses: 0/5. 

[Character Summon Card—’Star Pupil’ Psyker]: [Psychic Energy—Heart Wall]—In 4.7 seconds, the actual 

damage taken from psychic attacks will be reduced by 85% after Psychological Resistance reductions. It 

grants immunity to all kinds of psychic control abilities. If the attacker is a Psychic, the INT and MYS of 

both sides will be calculated. If one of your attributes is higher than the attacker, 45% of theoretical 

damage will be reflected. If both of your attributes are higher than the attacker, 90% of theoretical 

damage will be reflected. If both of your attributes are lower than the attacker, damage will not be 

reflected. Uses: 0/3. 

[Character Summon Card—EsGod]: [Esper Ability—Copy]—Through close contact, copy the target’s 

Esper Gene and receive a one-time Character Summon Card of the target. Only effective on Espers. 

Uses: 0/3. 

_____________________ 

Receiving the maximum EXP reward was within Han Xiao’s expectations. The effects of all three 

Character Summon Cards were decent, but he was not lucky enough to get EsGod’s [Esper Silence] 

again. However, [Esper Ability—Copy] was not bad; it was basically three Blank Character Summon 

Cards for Espers. EsGod had a ton of random abilities, so being able to obtain this was already thanks to 

Feidin’s blessing. 

_____________________ 

You have received 1 Legendary Point. 

Universe Legendary Point: Enemy of the Arcane Church—Facing a despairing situation, you fought back 

and turned the situation around, forcing the Arcane Church to retreat and even capturing an enemy 

Beyond Grade A. Your name will spread through the entire universe with this battle and become a 

legend! 

_____________________ 



Enemy of the Arcane Church, the highest-grade Legendary Point, a Universe Legendary Point… Looks like 

this will become a new nickname. 

Every Beyond Grade A had many nicknames that represented the legendary things that they had done. 

Han Xiao now had ‘Indestructible Body’, ‘Indestructible Black Star’, ‘the Black Star Army Commander’, 

and other nicknames. When word about this battle spread, he would probably also gain the nickname 

‘Enemy of the Arcane Church’. 

The Arcane Church wanted to kill him, and he sealed their Universal Treasure as well as captured their 

Beyond Grade A. At this moment, the beef between the two sides was irresolvable. 

Capturing a Beyond Grade A alive had extraordinary meanings. Back then, this was the reason Heber 

wanted to duel with him, but he sadly failed to do so, and now Han Xiao achieved this before Heber. 

This way, his reputation in the universe would become completely different, and his position would be 

much higher… He felt that Ty-Ty would be quite jealous. 

Speaking of which, Heber was right on his way back to back him up. Having thought of the possible 

expression Heber might have, Han Xiao could not help but chuckle a bit. 

The interface also showed that he could now create the Dungeon [Flickering World—Planet Lighthouse 

Battle]. A total of eleven Beyond Grade As had taken part in this conflict, which rarely happened other 

than in full blown wars. This would shock the entire universe. Although it happened in the Flickering 

World and had yet to be publicized, it was clear that news of this would stir up a violent storm. 

With so much influence, being able to create the Dungeon was no surprise. Sadly, given the standard of 

this battle, the effect of this Dungeon would only be to widen the players’ horizon and make them 

suffer. 

Han Xiao opened the attributes interface and carefully read through his attributes after the level 260 

Promotion. 

_____________________ 
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Level: 260 

Main Class: Mechanic 

Race: Black Star Race 

Attributes: 3,247 STR, 3,980 DEX, 5,889 END, 8,489 INT, 2,950 MYS, 1,163 CHA, 1 LUK 

Free Attribute Points: 0 

Potential Point: 33 

Health: 3,854,550 

Stamina: 3,521,025 

Energy: 82,120 [Lv.17] 



Lv.17 Energy bonus stats: +1,206 STR, +1,488 DEX, +1,890 END, +2,345 INT, +1,123 MYS, +311,520 

Stamina Limit, +1,632% Machinery Affinity 

Energy Rank: 49,975 

Grade: S (Beyond A) 

Grade S Bonuses: +50 END, +25 All Resistances. +25% Highest Attribute, +15% Other Attributes, +750 

Free Attribute Points, +50 Potential Points 

Remark: This seems to be a Beyond Grade A Mechanic who persists on the path of a tank. 

_____________________ 

“Almost 50,000 Energy Rank…” Han Xiao touched his chin. He could still remember that when he first 

reached Beyond Grade A, his Energy Rank had been about 43,000. Afterward, he had completed [Heber 

Stellar Furnace Cultivation] and [Mechanical Life Tinder], which gave him quite a lot of Energy Rank. 

Heber’s cultivation technique had given him more than 16,000 maximum energy. His maximum energy 

was only a little more than 50,000 when he first reached Beyond Grade A, but it was now more than 

80,000. His Energy Level had increased from 15 to 17, which had given him two new layers of bonus 

attributes. 

He did not forget about [Radiation Absorption], which gave him some attributes here and there. 

“The next Race Evolution Promotion is at level 300, and the level limit of Lord Mechanic is also level 40, 

so the Class Advancement is at level 300 too. Therefore, there’s only the level 280 Promotion in 

between.” 

Han Xiao pondered. 

[Emperor Mechanic]’s limit was level 35, and the new [Lord Mechanic] was five more than that. 

At the [Lord Mechanic] stage, the pros of Apostle and Emperor Mechanic were enhanced. 

Same as the two previous Class Advancements, the abilities and talents of Virtual Technology were 

enhanced too, this time by sixty percent 

There were four new abilities. 

Talent [Mechanic Lord] gave +300% Machinery Affinity, +200% Virtual Intrusion and virtual defense 

efficiency, and some changes to the properties of Mechanical Force, which granted the so-called ‘Lord 

Power’. The introduction was brief and blurry, only saying that this was the prerequisite of some new 

Lord Mechanic abilities. 

Ability [Lord Machinery Affinity] gave +190% Machinery Affinity at max level. 

Ability [Apostle Life Creation] was similar to [Emperor’s Gift], also giving special enhancement to an 

individual machine. However, the effect was quite different. [Emperor’s Gift] could only be used three 

times on the same target and did not limit the number of targets. While [Apostle Life Creation]’s effect 

was to use the so-called ‘Power of the Lord’s Dominance’ Mechanical Force to turn a mechanical soldier 

into an ‘Apostle Weapon’. 



The enhancement was much stronger. It could basically turn a normal unit into a mini boss unit and a 

unit with better fundamentals into a big boss unit. 

With such powerful enhancement effects, [Apostle Life Creation] restricted the number of Apostle 

Weapons. At max level, he could have twelve Apostle Weapons at the same time. The Power of Lord’s 

Dominance in their body could be retrieved anytime and given to another machine. This ability also 

enjoyed enhancement from the various other enhancement abilities. Every level increased the 

maximum Apostle Weapon number by one. 

The last ability, [Lord’s Descent], was an ability to fight with a remote army. Through the special 

Mechanical Force of a Lord Mechanic, he could project his consciousness, mind, and power onto a 

mechanical soldier and turn this mechanical soldier into some sort of avatar. It would share a large 

portion of the main body’s attributes, abilities, and talents and have Beyond Grade A strength. 

This meant that, not only could Han Xiao provide Mechanical Force bonuses to the remote troops using 

Quantum Infinite Distance Transmission Channel when he was at home, he could also use this on one of 

them and fight personally. The restriction was that this could only be used on one target at a time. 

The ability introduction also said that if [Lord’s Descent] was used frequently on the same target, there 

was a chance to form a Soul Connection. 

“These four abilities are all quite good, especially [Lord’s Descent]… 

“After this battle today, there should be very few who come to make trouble for me in the future. My 

combat method shall start to be focused on remote combat. This ability will be very useful to me.” 

After concluding the losses and gains, Han Xiao received a call from Tarrokov saying that Urranrell 

wanted to speak with him personally. 
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Even for Beyond Grade As, Urranrell was not someone they could see whenever they wanted to. It was 

clear that his achievements in the battle had surprised Urranrell, which was why she wanted to talk to 

him. 

Furthermore, there were still some problems that needed to be discussed and solved regarding this 

matter, as well as the mission to chase after Sagman and the others. 

“Got it, I’ll wait for her online.” 

Han Xiao took out the communicator and made a lot of speculations while quietly waiting for the call to 

connect. 

After achieving so much this time, if he requested new Ultimate Knowledges, Urranrell would not reject 

him, would she? 

Chapter 855 Time to Counterattack! 

Very soon, a cone-shaped projection beam shot out from the communicator and quickly scanned 

through the room. The environment of the room quickly changed into the conference room where 

Urranrell and the group of upper echelons were in as if Han Xiao was there. 



Han Xiao looked around and realized that everyone was staring at him with different emotions such as 

curiosity, respect, and surprise. One thing those military upper echelons shared in common was they all 

looked very interested in him. 

Urranrell looked at Han Xiao and said, “Black Star, you’ve made a huge achievement in this incident. The 

dynasty will reward you generously.” 

“I was just saving myself.” Han Xiao could not help but be humble on such an occasion, and it sure felt 

good. 

“You deserve the credit nonetheless.” Urranrell then returned to the topic. “Tarrokov has already 

described this battle earlier, but I want to hear your version. Some questions need you to answer.” 
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Han Xiao knew that explaining the battle from the perspective of a Beyond Grade A would bring new 

information to the table, so he described it from the start to the end. 

Urranrell nodded and asked, “I want to know, was what you used to stop and seal the Ten Thousand 

Deity Scepter a new Universal Treasure?” 

“Hmm, it’s what I happened to discover while exploring the Flickering World. It’s a Space Wonder.” 

“I see.” Urranrell did not continue to ask about the name and uses of the Spacetime Amber. If Black Star 

wanted to tell her, he would, and if he was not willing to, she was not going to force someone who had 

just made such a huge contribution. Beyond Grade As had the right to keep their abilities a secret; all 

she had to know was that Black Star was on her side. 
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“I’ve sealed the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, and it will be very difficult for the Arcane Church to break 

that seal. Only, they don’t know that yet… The Ten Thousand Deity Scepter is a Universal Treasure that’s 

very important to them; they might look to negotiate with the dynasty privately.” 

Urranrell’s eyes moved slightly, and she asked, “Are you sure it’ll be very difficult for them to break the 

seal?” 

“There are no absolutes. The Arcane Church might come up with something. However, in all likelihood, 

their odds of success are extremely low. It’s very likely that I’m the only one that can help them break 

the seal of the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter.” 

“Understood. If what you said is true, we might have underestimated your contributions. Without the 

Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, the deterrence they have on Beyond Grade As will be much lower. I’ve 

already decided to counterattack the Arcane Church, so what you’ve done has lowered the chances of 

the Beyond Grade As of the dynasty suffering from accidental casualties. Good.” Urranrell paused. 

“However, what happened at Planet Lighthouse has made things tense between them and us. The 

Arcane Church will probably not negotiate with us privately but act as if they have already broken the 

seal.” 



“Hmm, you’re right.” Han Xiao thought about it. Indeed, since the dynasty was going to counterattack, 

the Arcane Church would definitely not easily take a step back. It was very likely for them to act 

confident on the surface while being extremely troubled by not being able to break the seal in private. 

“Also, about EsGod. It’s unexpected for the Arcane Church to actually work with the notorious Fallen 

Ark. The dynasty will make an announcement to the entire universe condemning the Arcane Church’s 

actions…” Urranrell then changed the topic. “Don’t worry, the dynasty has no problems with how you 

used the Evolution Cube on EsGod this time.” 

Han Xiao was stunned for a moment then understood—his plan against EsGod had worked, but 

technically, he had still made a deal with EsGod. However, the dynasty was very sensible about this. 

They understood that he had no choice in that situation. Therefore, Urranrell expressed that they would 

not hold him responsible, which represented what the dynasty’s stand was on this matter. They were 

not going to allow anyone to use this matter to besmirch Black Star’s name. 

From this sentence, Han Xiao noticed that Urranrell was trying to woo him into becoming a member of 

the Ruler’s faction. Complimenting and rewarding him were not the only reasons he was called to this 

meeting. It was more to express her intention on wooing him. Given how enormous the dynasty was, 

internal conflicts between the many factions were inevitable. Han Xiao had just earned a huge 

achievement, so there would not be any problems in the near future. However, after some time passed, 

some factions might bring this matter back up as leverage. 

If one of the dynasty’s Grade As was killed in action this time or I did not capture Dylan, someone might 

have used this to try and force me to give up the Evolution Cube… Han Xiao was secretly shocked. The 

battle had just ended for him, and he did not think too much about it. Since Urranrell had given him a 

subtle hint, he understood her kind intentions. 
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“Thank you, Your Excellency.” Han Xiao bowed. 

Urranrell then asked, “What do you plan to do with Dylan?” 

“I’ve decided to hand him over to the dynasty,” Han Xiao said slowly. “Now that the Arcane Church have 

failed once, they won’t easily try to obtain the Evolution Cube again. However, If I keep Dylan as my 

captive, the Arcane Church, having to consider the opinions of their allies, will not sit by idly. They will 

definitely carry out rescuing measures. I don’t want this incident to happen again, and if it does, I might 

not be as lucky as I was today. Therefore, I might as well give him to the dynasty to be used as leverage 

to negotiate with the Arcane Church.” 

Although he had forced the Arcane Church to retreat this time, it would be much more than just a slap 

on their faces if he imprisoned Dylan personally. They were a universal civilization no matter what, and 

making them completely furious was not a wise decision. Dylan was a hot potato; there were far more 

cons than pros if he kept him himself. Instead, if he gave Dylan to the dynasty in exchange for more 

merits and a ton of Faction Contribution Points, he could obtain Ultimate Knowledges. 

“You’ve made the right choice; that’s what I had in mind. I wanted to convince you to do it, but since 

you’re already willing to, that’s even better.” 



A very rare slight smile appeared on Urranrell’s cold face, knowing that Han Xiao had accepted her kind 

intentions. “You’ve done well this time. Other than the support and generous reward the dynasty will 

give to you and your Black Star Army, if you have any other needs, do tell.” 

The dynasty would provide even more resources to the Black Star Army after this, which was a given. 

Therefore, Han Xiao requested what he wanted the most. 

“I hope to obtain more Ultimate Knowledges.” 

“Hmm, no problem.” Urranrell approved. “I will tell the officer of the dynasty’s logistics department to 

contact you directly. Just request it from him.” 

There was no way the Ruler would be personally in charge of trivial matters such as exchanging 

knowledge. 

Han Xiao nodded with a smile and pondered in his mind. His contributions this time would definitely 

give him more than one Ultimate Knowledges, and every single knowledge at this level would bring a 

huge boost to the combat capabilities of a Mechanic. 

However, it was impossible to obtain all the Ultimate Knowledges at once. He did indeed make a huge 

contribution, but there were rules to follow when giving out rewards. Ultimate Knowledges were one of 

the important methods to attract Beyond Grade As to begin with. Even the Beyond Grade As directly 

under the dynasty had to slowly earn them with merits and contributions. 

“The impact of this incident will affect the situation of the entire universe.” Urranrell was back to her 

formal and serious tone. “The dynasty must retaliate against the Arcane Church’s provocation. However, 

the Federation of Light has always liked to put bets on both sides, so the effort we put in exploring the 

Flickering World will definitely be restrained. While the three civilizations try to mess with each other, 

those Super Star Cluster civilizations will definitely make use of this opportunity to further infiltrate the 

Federation of Light. The dynasty will be forced to deal with multiple problems at once, which is exactly 

what the Arcane Church and the Federation of Light want to see.” 

Han Xiao knew that Urranrell had a motive for saying something like this, so he followed it up and asked, 

“So, what do you think we should do?” 

“We need to intimidate the Super Star Cluster Civilizations, so we will call back some of the Beyond 

Grade As and troops stationed in the Flickering World. Of course, their forces will still be exploring in the 

Flickering World.” 

Han Xiao did not speak; he knew what Urranrell meant. There was no way the dynasty would let so 

many Beyond Grade As stay in the Flickering World for the long term, and this thought would have 

occurred long ago. However, he did not mind. Heber and his territory were both in the Shattered Star 

Ring, which was nearby, so he was not likely to be called back. 

Urranrell changed the topic and asked, “Black Star, what do you think of the situation the dynasty is 

currently in?” 

“As you know, the conflicts are mainly around the Flickering World, and not just anyone can take part in 

it. The aftershock of the Crimson Tide is slowly cooling down, so those Star Cluster and Star System 

civilizations will stay low for some time.” Han Xiao shrugged. 



“Maybe.” Urranrell nodded slowly then suddenly asked, “Do you have any suggestions about the 

dynasty’s counterattack plan?” 

Han Xiao knew that although the Ruler was discussing the dynasty’s plan with him, she might not take 

his suggestions. However, this was a gesture that represented the fact that his position within the 

dynasty had risen. 

After some thinking, Han Xiao coughed and said, “Counterattacking is a must, but the focus can be 

readjusted. The Arcane Church is also a Universal Civilization, so retaliating against them is just a 

necessary reaction. I’m sure that you know this will not achieve great results, Your Excellency.” 

“Go on.” 

“In my opinion, we should focus on taking action against EsGod. EsGod took part in the Planet 

Lighthouse battle as well, and he is much easier to deal with compared to the Arcane Church. It just so 

happens that the desolate universe belt in the middle of the Central Galaxy is known to be the default 

battlefield to settle friction between the three civilizations, so dealing with EsGod will not require us to 

make any detours. If the Fallen Ark is eliminated, the dynasty will successfully showcase its thunderous 

retaliation and achieve even greater intimidation levels.” 

This incident was a great opportunity to convince the dynasty to deal with EsGod. If he could obtain help 

from the dynasty, the chances of eliminating EsGod would be much higher. 

Urranrell, however, did not express if she accepted or rejected the suggestion. “I will have someone 

analyze your suggestion. The urgent matter at hand is to chase after the Arcane Church and EsGod’s 

fleets. When the reinforcements arrive, you guys shall follow Tarrokov’s orders and act with the 

dynasty’s fleet… We’re not going to let them escape this easily!” 

Urranrell then nodded at Han Xiao and said, “Go rest. You’ll need to continue fighting during the 

pursuit.” 

“Okay.” 

As the call ended, the projection in the room disappeared. 

Han Xiao breathed a sigh of relief and was delighted. The contributions he had made during this battle 

brought him some sense of presence among the upper echelons of the dynasty. His position in those 

people’s mind turned from a new ally to a dependable Beyond Grade A of the dynasty. He was even 

wooed by the Ruler, which also increased his position and influence. 

After putting away the communicator, Han Xiao noticed a new notification on the interface. 

_____________________ 

You have received 1 Political Asset. 

Political Asset (1): the Crimson Dynasty 

You have made huge contributions to the Crimson Dynasty and received a certain amount of political 

influence. You can make suggestions to the Crimson Dynasty directly, according to the rationality of the 

suggestion, there’s a slight chance the Crimson Dynasty will listen to it. 



Your position in the Crimson Dynasty is higher. When interacting with certain organizations or 

characters, +30% Favorability gained. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

You have valuable experience. +30% Experience gained from all sources. 

Remarks: The above effects will only take place when the Faction Relationship with the Crimson Dynasty 

is maintained at [Reverence]. 

_____________________ 

“Yo, I thought there would only be Legendary Point but no Political Asset.” Han Xiao was surprised but 

then understood why—this was probably a bonus reward given because of the fact that Urranrell valued 

him. 

However, maintaining the effect of this Political Asset was not easy, as he had to spend Faction 

Contribution Points in exchange for Ultimate Knowledges. He had to maintain the Contribution Points he 

had above 6,000, which was the cost of one Ultimate Knowledge. 

Han Xiao looked at the following notification, which raised his brows. 

_____________________ 

You have received 10,000 Crimson Dynasty Contribution Points. 

You have received a bonus 5,000 Crimson Dynasty Contribution Points. 

_____________________ 

“I only received the Contribution Points after I finished talking to Urranrell…” Han Xiao rubbed his chin. 

He had the NPC interface, so he could reward the Black Star Army members Contribution Points any way 

he wanted to. As a Faction leader, the way this worked for her was the same, just that Urranrell 

rewarded Contribution Points unconsciously. 

Ten thousand Contribution Points was the reward for this battle, and the bonus five thousand 

Contribution Points was probably from him handing Dylan in. Including the more than three thousand 

Contribution Points he had saved up previously, he now had more than eighteen thousand Contribution 

Points. 

“Three Ultimate Knowledges, just nice.” Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

Unlike Cutting-Edge Knowledges, the dynasty would not give Ultimate Knowledges for free. The kind 

intentions Urranrell had for him seemed to have been displayed in the way of receiving more 

Contribution Points. 

“This way, I can buy two knowledges and keep the remaining six thousand to maintain the effect of the 

Political Asset. I’m not in a hurry to spend them all anyway.” 

Han Xiao closed the interface with satisfaction. 

At this time, a blue light illuminated from outside the porthole, shining on his young and edgy face. 



He turned to look outside the porthole and saw that not far from Planet Lighthouse, the stargate was 

finally assembled and activated. A dark blue space energy vortex formed inside the stargate and quickly 

started spinning. 

“They’re finally here.” 

… 

As time passed, reinforcement fleets flew out from the stargate one after another from the various 

Beyond Grade A organizations. 

These were mostly troops stationed around the strongholds at the edge of the three Star Clusters. If the 

Arcane Church wanted to attack Planet Lighthouse now, them being completely obliterated would be 

the only outcome. 

“The battle has already ended‽” 

Inside Tarrokov’s main ship, Heber, who had left his main fleet behind and returned as soon as possible; 

Ravenlaude, who had rushed there through teleportation; and the remote projection of Maximiler had 

gathered and sat across from Han Xiao and the others. 

Upon knowing the fact that Planet Lighthouse’s troops had forced the enemies away without any 

reinforcements, Heber and the other two were all shocked. 

They actually managed to defend Planet Lighthouse? 

Not only did Black Star turn the tables on the Beyond Grade A battlefield, he even captured one of the 

enemies alive. 

Heber and Ravenlaude felt conflicted. They had initially thought that they were saviors, but to their 

surprise, before they even arrived, Han Xiao had already forced the enemies to retreat. It was almost as 

if they were not even needed at all… 

However, this thought did not linger too long in their minds. Although they came late, they knew that 

the Arcane Church had only retreated because of the pressure from their arrival. Thinking this way made 

them feel much better—at least they had contributed in some way. 

Ravenlaude was getting a little fidgety and said, “Black Star, I heard you got a new Universal Treasure in 

the Flickering World and used it to stop the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter.” 

“That’s right.” Han Xiao chuckled. 

Hearing Han Xiao confirming the matter, Ravenlaude was filled with regret. He was exploring the same 

Star Cluster as Black Star, which meant that this unknown Universal Treasure had been found in the 

Garu Star Cluster. If there was no Black Star, maybe this Universal Treasure would have become his. 

Heber turned to Austin, frowned, and said, “Why are you here? Have you joined the dynasty too?” 

“I came to help Black Star.” Austin smiled faintly. 

Heber’s eyes circled around Han Xiao and Austin; he was not feeling great. When did the two of them 

form such a good relationship? 



Both Ames and Austin had become Black Star’s friends; now Heber felt like he was alone in the 

Shattered Star Ring. 

However, when he remembered what situation Psyker was in, he felt much better. 

Nonetheless, Heber could not be glad. The achievement of capturing a Beyond Grade A alive was 

something he had been chasing after for many years, but it had now been obtained by Black Star, who 

had only stepped into the Beyond Grade A level around a year earlier. 

This time, Tarrokov spoke. “I have already dispatched the troops in various locations to lock down the 

escape route of Sagman and EsGod’s fleets. His Excellency Maximiler has yet to arrive, but we won’t 

wait any longer. We have already gathered six Beyond Grade As here, which is enough to start the 

pursuit.” 

What he meant by ‘pursuit’ was not simply chasing after them but dispatching all the troops the dynasty 

had in the Flickering World to stop the enemies from escaping. 

On the star map, the fleets of the Arcane Church and EsGod were shown to be masses of red quickly 

getting further away, fleeing in different directions, while blue dots representing the dynasty’s troops 

blocked their paths. 

With the arrival of the reinforcements, Milizaus and Beyoni no longer had any issues with chasing after 

them. 

Austin expressed his intention to go home to repair his Palace of Hidden Spells and not take part in the 

dynasty’s operation, and Tarrokov did not force an outsider invited by Han Xiao. 

Heber sorted out his feelings and suddenly realized that this was an opportunity—he might be able to 

fulfil his wish of eliminating one Beyond Grade A. 

Having that thought in his mind, Heber was very motivated. He clenched his fists so powerfully that it 

broke the sound barrier with a loud bang. “Humph, Mercer, is it? I’ve heard of this guy before. Leave 

him to me.” 

“The dynasty’s dignity is not to be challenged. Milizaus’ wounds have yet to heal; leave Ninjia to me.” 

Magical light appeared in Ravenlaude’s eyes. 

Exterior enemies were always great solutions to internal conflicts. As members of the dynasty, after 

temporarily putting aside their competitive relationship with each other, they now shared a common 

enemy. 

“I shall use my remote mechanical army to support you guys.” The only Beyond Grade A who was not 

there, Mechanic Maximiler, looked at Han Xiao and said, “Black Star, your mechanical army has suffered 

heavy losses. If you need, I can lend my army to you for the time being.” 
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“Okay, thanks.” 



Han Xiao nodded, stood up, and looked around at all the Beyond Grade As present. A cold tint flashed in 

his eyes as he said with a sharp and penetrative tone, “Let’s get moving. See if they can make it back to 

the Central Galaxy!” 

The tables had turned. 

The hunters had become the hunted. 

The time to counterattack had arrived! 

Chapter 856 Fakisen“s Plan 

As hyperdrive streams of light dashed across the dark cosmic space, the traces left by the Arcane Church 

fleet in retreat awoke the dynasty’s surveillance buoys one after another, not hiding their movements 

even a little bit. 

Inside the Glorious Sun Grade main ship, the five Beyond Grade As including Sagman and Psyker 

gathered and looked at the fleet commander, Rogue, whose eyes never shifted away from the star map. 

“Planet Lighthouse is at the edge of the Dawn Star Cluster and very close to the desolate universe belt. If 

we continue to retreat at full speed, we will get out of this security perimeter very soon,” Rogue said 

with a deep voice. 

The transmission of energy and light took time; given the sheer size of the universe, plenty of remote 

detection methods had delays. Transmitting real-time information through quantum communication 

technology was one of the more common methods used. However, the universe was way too large. 

There was no way the dynasty would be able to deploy surveillance buoys in every corner of the cosmic 

space. The security perimeter usually spread out from the stronghold planet as its center with 

diminishing density of surveillance buoys as the distance increased. 

At this time, the Arcane Church had already escaped to the exterior security perimeter of Planet 

Lighthouse and was entering deep into the desolate universe belt. With absolutely no time to spare, 

clearing out the buoys was meaningless; they would be located in the end anyway. Therefore, Rogue did 

not mind the fact that their route was exposed to the dynasty. After all, he was not going to go straight 

to the secret stargate. 
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The plan was to enter stealth mode in an area with little to no buoys in the desolate universe belt so 

that they could get rid of the dynasty’s direct surveillance. They would then split into hundreds of 

groups to make detours before heading to the secret stargate. 

This way, a large number of the groups would be considered as abandoned. The moment their fleet 

departed, the location of the secret stargate had shifted. The original secret stargate location was 

abandoned, but this information was not updated on the star map. The only people who knew about 

this were the core members such as Rogue and the Beyond Grade As. This was to prevent the other 

groups from leaking the location of the secret stargate if they were captured by the dynasty. 

Of course, these other groups were not completely abandoned; they were smoke screens. When Rogue, 

the Beyond Grade As, and the core groups successfully escaped, only then would these other groups be 



told the real location. That way, even if the location of the secret stargate was exposed, the impact 

would be much smaller. After all, they could destroy the stargate anytime to prevent further damage or 

even make those groups return from the desolate universe belt—their time was not precious at all. 

“Quickly, the risks we’re taking increase every minute we spend in the Flickering World,” Sagman said. 
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“If all you can say are useless and meaningless things that everyone knows, you’d better stop speaking. 

Thanks to you, the risks we’re taking now are completely meaningless!” Rogue did not hold back at all. 

His tone had traces of rage. 

He had just reported the battle results to the Bishops, which had earned him a massive scolding. With 

the thought of his future not being the brightest in mind, he could not help but feel a rage boiling inside 

him. Hence, he was not in the mood to hold his emotions back toward these Beyond Grade As who had 

caused this operation to fail. 

Getting so bluntly yelled at, Sagman’s skin tightened. He thought about it for a second but did not say 

anything. It was true that the Beyond Grade A battlefield was what had decided the outcome and led to 

this failure, so he was indeed somewhat to blame. 

The other four did not say anything either. They were now all on the same boat fleeing in the dynasty’s 

territory, so no one had time to mind Rogue’s disrespect. 

Psyker’s face looked the worst. Thinking of the fact that his friend, Dylan, was now in the dynasty’s 

hands made his mood extremely horrible. He could not be bothered with anything else. 

Seeing that no one spoke, Rogue snorted and said, “The dynasty is definitely dispatching troops to block 

our escape route. However, you need not worry too much; this is just a fake route. Also, most of the 

dynasty’s fleet nearby went to support Planet Lighthouse, and it will take some time for the more 

distant strongholds to send out fleets. Therefore, even if we happen to be blocked, we can easily 

eliminate whoever’s on the way. The only thing we need to worry about is the dynasty’s Beyond Grade 

As chasing after us. According to the current situation, Tarrokov will wait for the reinforcements to 

arrive before making moves. Pity, I almost thought we could lure them in and set up a trap…” 

While Rogue analyzed the situation, Sagman and the others were discussing the situation privately 

through psychic communication. 

“Given the size of the fleet, we’ll still be just as conspicuous even if we split up. Maybe we should leave 

the fleet and take mini spaceships. That’s stealthier,” Taylor said. 

“We can consider that, but let’s talk about this after the main fleet splits up.” 
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When fleeing, the survivability and stealth of a Beyond Grade A acting alone far exceeded moving 

together with the fleet. As individuals with great powers who were not affected by the harsh 

environment of space, if they randomly hid on a desolate planet, no one would be able to find them. 

This was especially true for Ninjia and Taylor, who had mastered forbidden spells. Without the enemies’ 

interference, their teleportation spells were among the best abilities for escaping. 



Rogue was worried that they might be chased by the dynasty’s Beyond Grade As, so he wanted to keep 

Sagman and the others around. What he did not know was, Sagman and the others were also thinking 

about using the main fleet as bait to draw the dynasty’s attention. 

… 

In another direction, the Fallen Ark’s fleet was also retreating at full speed. 

Due to the sudden rupture, EsGod’s fleet had cut off contact with the Arcane Church. Without any 

communication channel, the two of them did not know each other’s whereabouts at all and only 

focused on escaping on their own. 

However, EsGod had one advantage. They had forced their way in from the exterior security perimeter, 

so they had deliberately destroyed quite a number of surveillance buoys on the way. This had caused 

some areas to be blind spots, which assisted in their escape. 

Inside the main ship’s command room, Fakisen looked away from the star map and turned to the EsGod 

doppelganger beside him. 

EsGod’s main body had already found an enclosed room to undergo evolution, and no one knew how 

long that would take. Before EsGod started his evolution, he had created some doppelgangers to protect 

himself and monitor the movement of the fleet. 

EsGod was wary of everyone. Even his helpful assistant who had accompanied him for a hundred years, 

Fakisen was no exception. In times when his main body was the weakest, the only person he really 

trusted was himself. 

“He still doesn’t trust me…” 

Fakisen’s spike-filled tongue licked the blood-red metal mask that covered the upper half of his face, 

making an annoying scratching noise. Air pumped out from his nose like he was sneering. 

Right in front of EsGod’s doppelganger, Fakisen lifted his dry brunch-looking four arms. Purple fog flew 

out from his dark purple skin, forming a sphere in midair. 

Then, he summoned a subordinate and gave the orb to him. “Empty an ordinary battleship, remove its 

energy core and AI system, and leave it as an empty shell. Put this orb inside that spaceship, then 

abandon it and let it drift around on the path we passed by. The dynasty troops chasing us will discover 

this spaceship.” 

The EsGod doppelganger turned to him and said coldly, “What are you trying to do?” 

“Hehe…” Fakisen’s laughter was eerie. “I’m planning to contact the dynasty…” 

Bang! 

The moment he said that, the EsGod doppelganger immediately grabbed him by his neck and lifted him 

up, pressing him against the wall. 

“Are you selling me out?” 



Although his throat was grabbed by EsGod, Fakisen was not afraid at all. Instead, he laughed even 

louder. “Hahaha, I’m planning to work together with the dynasty. If they can give us information about 

the Arcane Church, we can send some of our people to intercept them. They’re pawns anyway. We’re 

the closest to the Arcane Church. With our help, the dynasty will be able to drag the Arcane Church back 

more efficiently.” 

“There’s no need for that,” the EsGod doppelganger said coldly. 

“No, there definitely is a need. The dynasty surely wants to fight the Arcane Church more than us. There 

are many Beyond Grade As over there, which makes them much more valuable. If the dynasty can 

capture them, the Arcane Church will lose close to half of their Beyond Grade As. The dynasty will not 

give up such an amazing opportunity to cause damage to the Arcane Church. And when the dynasty puts 

their focus on the Arcane Church, Your Excellency EsGod, the pressure you face will be much smaller. 

Hehehe.” 

Fakisen’s tone was filled with mockery as he continued, “After fleeing at such a crucial moment, the 

Arcane Church is definitely going to hold a grudge against us for it. When we return to the Central 

Galaxy, we’re going to face both the Crimson dynasty and the Arcane Church. If we do this, not only will 

the dynasty be less furious at us, the Arcane Church will be weakened too. This means that the Beyond 

Grade As you’ll have to face will be much fewer. Furthermore, if the Arcane Church do suffer such an 

enormous loss, they probably won’t have chance to come make trouble for us any time soon.” 
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The EsGod doppelganger asked, “How do I know you’re not going to sell out my location?” 

“Hee, if Your Excellency is not assured, please leave an EsGod doppelganger in that empty spaceship all 

you like, to monitor the communication between me and the dynasty. If you think I sold out your 

location… Hehe, I’m right here. You can kill me anytime.” 

The EsGod doppelganger stayed silent for a while before suddenly saying, “I’ll leave a doppelganger 

behind to negotiate with the dynasty. You don’t have to participate in it.” 

Although this idea Fakisen had was strange and sudden to him, he thought it did indeed make sense. 

After all, even if the negotiation went south, it would just be a doppelganger getting eliminated. 

“Hehe, that’ll do too.” 

As the EsGod doppelganger let Fakisen go, he landed on the ground, rubbed his neck, and called a 

subordinate over. He broke the fog orb that he had just made apart and absorbed the fog back into his 

body. Then, he acted as if nothing had happened and continued to observe the star map. 

No one could see Fakisen’s eyes under the blood-red mask that covered the upper half of his face, and 

no one knew what he was thinking… Speaking of which, no one actually knew how he saw with his eyes 

covered. 

… 



The intense battle at Planet Lighthouse had ended, but this whole thing was far from over. Under 

Tarrokov’s command, the dynasty’s fleets started their pursuit of the Arcane Church and the Fallen Ark’s 

fleets. 

Before the shock, confusion, and curiosity of the army players who flocked to Bun-Hit-Dog’s posts 

broadcasting about the battlefield’s turn of events dissipated, a new mission popped up on everyone’s 

interface. 

Before this, the Black Star Army players only knew that Planet Lighthouse was attacked, there were 

around ten Beyond Grade As fighting, and their army commander Black Star was one of them. As for the 

identity of the attackers, the cause of this incident, or anything else, they had no idea at all. 

This mission, however, explained all this and brought even more shock to the players. 

_____________________ 

The Crimson dynasty Order: All Out Pursuit 

Mission Introduction: In order to obtain the Evolution Cube and cause conflicts, the Arcane Church 

worked together with the Fallen Ark and attacked the dynasty’s outpost in the Flickering World. There 

were seven enemy Beyond Grade As. However, with the help of the dynasty’s ally Black Star, Milizaus, 

Beyoni, and the friend invited by Black Star, Austin, we successfully defeated the enemies! Currently, 

these two fleets are now fleeing in the Flickering World. All forces are hereby dispatched to pursue the 

enemies and uphold the dynasty’s dignity—Crimson Dynasty Exploration Army Chief Commander, 

Tarrokov. 

Mission Requirements: Chase after the Arcane Church and the Fallen Ark’s fleets, find out their 

whereabouts, and eliminate their men to the best of your ability. 

Rewards will be given after the mission ends depending on your performance. 

_____________________ 

Knowing what had happened, the Shattered Star Ring page on the forums exploded. 

“The Arcane Church attacked the Crimson Dynasty? Are the Universal Civilizations going to start a war 

with each other‽” 

“No wonder as many as eleven Beyond Grade As appeared in one huge fight. That’s the reason behind 

it. Is the Army Commander okay? Is he still alive?” 

“Their target is the army commander’s Evolution Cube, so this was actually caused by the army 

commander, huh?” 

“Damn, targeted by a Universal Civilization yet managed to force them away, awesome!” 

“The Black Star Army is the Crimson dynasty’s ally. Does that mean that the army is now also the Arcane 

Church’s enemy?” 

“I’ve got a feeling that something huge is going to happen!” 



This time, Bun-Hit-Dog snatched up the first-hand information. Under his post, countless players came 

to comment. Dozens of new comments were appearing every second, which made him extremely 

excited… 

Following Black Star was indeed the right choice. There was explosive news every now and then! 

After the initial shock, many players were thrilled. After experiencing three versions, they had 

discovered some patterns—the things happening in Galaxy were connected, and they influenced each 

other. This was an extremely orderly system. One could actually use logic to predict some of the possible 

incidents that might happen in the future through the intelligence and news of the various areas. 

This incident involved the three largest civilizations, so it was not a small matter by any means. If the 

two sides went at each other, the storyline would definitely be huge. 

Some people speculated that this attack might have been an early sign of a future main storyline. 

Or it might even be the main storyline of the next version. 

It was not impossible. 

As this kind of speculation spread on the forums, some people made different speculations saying that 

this might be connected to what would happen during the version update period and would only appear 

in the next version in the form of a background introduction. Many also agreed with this. 

Due to Han Xiao’s past actions, the Chinese players in the Shattered Star Ring had developed a habit of 

guessing the large-scale storyline of the versions. The Australians and Russians from the Constellation 

Corridor joined in on the discussion, too, mixing into this atmosphere filled with excitement. 

While all kinds of speculations circulated the forums, the Black Star Army were not just occupied with 

arguing on the forums but also took part in the pursuit. 

Although most people were too far away and could not make any contributions, the army players were 

used to participating in large-scale Faction Missions together as a whole. Furthermore, this mission did 

not have a failure condition, so they would probably receive the minimum reward as long as they made 

an effort to chase after the enemies. 

The Flickering World was still in a state of information lockdown; its network was not fully connected 

with the known universe yet. Other than the ones involved in the matter, the other forces in the outside 

world still did not know what had happened in the Flickering World. 
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The players were the first group of outsiders that knew about these secret pieces of information. This 

time, the forums displayed its unique information advantage—while the outside world did not have a 

clue about this matter, almost all the players knew about what had happened on Planet Lighthouse! 

The forces of the three civilizations were spread across the entire explored universe. Their influence was 

incomparable. No matter which Star Field the players were in, they could all feel the intense and uptight 

atmosphere. They all looked forward to seeing what kind of tremendous impact this incident would 

cause after the outside world knew about it! 



… 

On the other side, Tarrokov’s main fleet took off from Planet Lighthouse to chase after the Arcane 

Church. The five Beyond Grade As—Han Xiao, Milizaus, Beyoni, Heber, and Ravenlaude—were working 

together on this very rare occasion. 

Not long after departure, the high-level official who was responsible for the dynasty’s logistics contacted 

Han Xiao upon Urranrell’s request, giving him more than enough face by asking him personally about 

what Ultimate Knowledges he wanted. 

Chapter 857 Apostle Weapon and Ultimate Knowledge 

“Alright, we will send these two knowledges to you as soon as possible. Remember to receive it.” The 

Logistics officer then hung up. 

Han Xiao left the quantum network and played with the black handgun in his hands while waiting for the 

arrival of the knowledge. 

The handgun in his hands looked like a backward firearm, but it actually made use of dark energy with a 

mini energy furnace within it. It was mainly sold to the players as a long-ranged weapon but was no 

more than a toy gun to Han Xiao. It was pretty useless and was mainly made into such an appearance for 

old times’ sake. 

As his strength grew greater, Han Xiao’s memories of the time when he was weak grew deeper. The 

many scenes of him fighting back on Planet Aquamarine flashed through his head. He was already a 

powerful character in the universe and had come a long way from the time when he found it difficult to 

kill even an ordinary warrior. He now had the ability to even destroy planets, and the number of things 

capable of killing him was decreasing. 

“It has already been more than twenty years…” Han Xiao had a complicated expression on his face. 

Advertisement 

Psionic Prime stood beside Han Xiao and asked, “Master, what are you thinking about?” 

“I only taught about the past.” Han Xiao then turned around to look at Psionic Prime. 

“I realized that you are becoming more and more curious.” 

Psionic Prime nodded his metal head. “Although I can obtain knowledge from the web, the emotions of 

a living being are boundless, and I am only able to understand some things after experiencing it 

personally. Thus, I enjoy communicating.” 
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“This is a good thing. I’ll need you to help me manage a Mechanical Life civilization in the future. You are 

the first Mechanical Life that I created, and if nothing goes wrong, you will be the leader in the future. 

As the leader of a civilization, you must learn to understand others and understand the thoughts of 

other Mechanical Lives.” 



Han Xiao then paused for a moment, and a helpless look could be seen on his face. “Enjoying 

communication is a good thing, but you should change your habits when talking on the web…” 

Han Xiao used his Virtual Technology skills to keep a record of the Mechanical Life’s web data. He 

realized that many Mechanical Lives including Psionic Prime enjoyed having side accounts to chat with 

the citizens of the various civilizations. 

It would not matter if it was just a normal conversation, but most of the Mechanical Lives would have a 

few hundred or thousand accounts to chat with others at the same time with the contents of the 

conversation being extremely explosive. The most common one would be having dirty talk by mimicking 

the opposite gender. 

In his eyes, the majority of the Mechanical Lives were like problematic children. They were like sponges 

absorbing the evil and kindness of numerous living beings, forming various different personalities. 

Sizing Psionic Prime up, Han Xiao thought for a moment before saying, “Stand in front of me.” 

Psionic Prime obeyed obediently. 

Han Xiao sat on the sofa, and a bluish gold Mechanical Force appeared on his palm. 

“You are my first child, and after a long period of observation, I am satisfied in your potential. Are you 

willing to become my Apostle Weapon and obtain even greater strength?” 
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“I am willing to accept everything of yours, master.” Psionic Prime knelt before him. 

“Then accept this bestowment. Also, do not call me master in the future…” 

Han Xiao’s lips curled up slightly. 

“Call me Lord.” 

The next moment, the special Mechanical Force in his palms, which contained the ‘Power of Lord’s 

Dominance’, entered Psionic Prime’s body. This was the skill of the Lord Mechanic, [Apostle Life 

Creation]. 

Hum! 

Psionic Prime’s energy furnace began surging and bolts of bluish-gold Mechanical Force extended out 

from within the mechanical body as though the bolts of electricity were alive. 

The magnetic field that contained a strange aura enveloped Psionic Prime’s body, and the mechanical 

structures and parts within Psionic Prime’s body began to change. The surrounding alloy began to shake 

as though they were about to be sucked into Psionic Prime’s body. 

Han Xiao then stretched out his arms and sent a large number of nanoparticles toward Psionic Prime. 

These nanoparticles revolved around Psionic Prime like a star ring. The revolution gradually picked up 

speed, and the nanoparticles transformed into a metal sea that entered Psionic Prime’s body to provide 

raw materials for the upgrade. 



Han Xiao then sat down on the couch by the side and played with the dark energy handgun while 

admiring the scene before him. The special effects of [Apostle Life Creation] were much more dazzling 

than [Emperor’s Gift]. 

There was a limited number of slots for his Apostle Weapons, a mere ten or so. 

After a while, Psionic Prime’s transformation had finally ended, and his appearance had transformed 

greatly. 

Psionic Prime was even taller than before, about four meters tall. He had many new components, and 

his armor had many complicated but beautiful engravings on it. 

With a round crown like metal on his head, Psionic Prime held onto a long, staff-like mechanical spear in 

his hands. 

“How do you feel?” Han Xiao asked with a smile. 

“I thank the Lord for your bestowment. I can feel my new strength,” Psionic Prime said with a deep voice 

and held up the spear in his hands. Psionic energy then gushed out from his energy furnace, and he 

burst forth with energy. 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes and suddenly lifted his handgun, opening fire at Psionic Prime. 

Boom boom boom! 

A couple of dark energy laser beams struck Psionic Prime but were blocked by a layer of psionic energy. 

At the same time, the battle notification was triggered. 

Han Xiao then looked at Psionic Prime’s attributes, which were displayed on the interface, and nodded 

with satisfaction. 

Psionic Prime was currently at level 215, and his various attributes were strengthened. He was now at a 

boss level, and his strength had exceeded all his other Mechanical Lives. 

Without Han Xiao’s Mechanical Force boost, Psionic Prime still had the strength of a Calamity Grade, 

and with the boost from his Mechanical Force, Psionic Prime would be able to exchange blows with a 

Beyond Grade A and would no longer be cannon fodder. His strength was similar to EsGod’s 

doppelganger. 

The spear in Psionic Prime’s hand was a special Apostle Weapon from [Apostle Life Creation] and was 

called ‘Psionic Prime Spear’. It could also split into a floating state and even enlarge or shrink. It had 

many different forms and could even be transformed into a psionic energy form. It could be used for 

both long- and close-range battle, and both a Mechanical Pugilist and Cannon Master was able to use it. 

The level of the weapon was above 200, and it was of the silver orange grade. The strength of the 

weapon would be increased when being used by Psionic Prime. 

Apart from this, Psionic Prime also obtained a special ‘Apostle Characteristic’ and ‘Apostle Authority’. His 

Apostle Characteristics were ‘Stable’ and ‘Leader’, which could strengthen the Mechanical Life around 

him during battle. His Apostle Authorities were ‘Psionic Control’ and ‘Battle Boost’, which gave him 

better control over psionic energy and higher combat power. 



A satisfied smile could be seen on Han Xiao’s face. 

The strength of an Apostle Weapon was extremely impressive, but it was a pity that [Apostle Life 

Creation] had a long cooldown of a month. It meant that he would only be able to create twelve Apostle 

Weapons in a year. Of course, because of his talents like [Machinery Emperor] and [Elementary Grade 

Mechanical Sense], he could create more than twelve Apostle Weapons. 

“Familiarize yourself with your new energy, my new Apostle,” Han Xiao said with joy. 

“I will not let the Lord down.” Psionic Prime said. 

Beep beep. 

Han Xiao’s communicator rang at this moment; the Crimson Dynasty had finally sent the two Ultimate 

Knowledges over. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Han Xiao spent twelve thousand Contribution Points to choose two Ultimate Knowledge. 

Armed Branch: [Endless Material Science] 

Control Branch: [Virtual Creator] 

One of them belonged to his Virtual Mechanic branch, and he only needed eight Potential Points. The 

other was an important knowledge to Mechanics, and the Mechanic from any branch would try to learn 

it. 

Resources and energy had always been the two largest bottlenecks to a Mechanic’s technological skills, 

and the Armed Branch had a material-related knowledge at all levels. This allowed a Mechanic to 

combine more powerful materials and increase the basic attributes of a Mechanic. This was a core 

knowledge of the Mechanic Class. 

Learning these two knowledges required thirty-two Potential Points and Han Xiao had thirty-three 

Potential Points on him. 

Han Xiao smiled and immediately learned the two knowledge. 

_____________________ 

Learning… 

Successfully learned! You have learned [Endless Material Science]! 

Learning… 

Successfully learned! You have learned [Virtual Creator]! 

You have received the talent [Material Pioneer]! 

[Material Pioneer]: The probability of success for merging new materials is increased, and the abilities 

obtained from special materials have been increased. For example, the self-recovery ability of machines 

when using memory alloy will be increased. 



You have received talent [Virtual Lord]! 

[Virtual Lord]: Your various Virtual Technology skills have been strengthened greatly. The total bonus is 

2.5. When you enter the quantum network vision, your consciousness can jump to different quantum 

network nodes and increase your range greatly. You can let Virtual Life Forms submit to you. You have 

mastered all the various Virtual Technology skills, and the quantum network is your fortress. 

You have acquired [Ultimate Material Refinement]! 

You have acquired [Endless Material Combination]! 

[Endless Material Combination]: You can combine the specialties of any materials and attempt to create 

new material recipes. The higher the grade of the material and the more complicated the recipe, the 

lower the success rate. The basic success rate is determined by INT and Machinery Affinity. When you 

craft a new recipe, the strength of the new material will be increased. 

You have acquired [Virtual Life Evolution]! 

[Virtual Life Evolution]: You can transform an AI into a Virtual Life Form. A Virtual Life Form has more 

powerful infiltrative and defensive abilities. 

You have acquired [Virtual Soul]! 

[Virtual Soul]: You soul can transform into a Virtual Life Form and live within the quantum network. 

Total level, INT, and Virtual Technology skills will determine the strength after transformation in the 

quantum network. This effect can be cancelled. 

When you use your Mechanical Force to connect to a target, you can temporarily virtualize your target’s 

soul and pull it into the quantum network. Success rate is determined by total level, INT, MYS, and LUK. 

If successful, the target won’t be able to control their body temporarily, and attacking the target in the 

quantum network will cause mental damage. 

Cooldown: 15 min. 

_____________________ 

Han Xiao looked through the notifications and nodded with satisfaction. 

“The effects of these talents are extremely powerful. Endless Material Science allowed me to improve 

the quality of my machines and create new materials. Virtual knowledge allowed me to have new battle 

tactics.” 

With the two Ultimate Knowledge in his hands, Han Xiao was extremely satisfied. He did not make use 

of his remaining six thousand Contribution Points to exchange for new knowledge but kept them for the 

Political Asset effect. 

Just when he was about to go to the battle room to test Psionic Prime’s new strength, his communicator 

rang. Tarrokov was calling him, revealing some information which truly baffled him. 

Han Xiao replied with an odd expression. 



“You’re saying that EsGod wants to work with the dynasty temporarily and send some manpower to 

help us stop the Arcane Church?” 

“That’s right. Our forces that chased after the Fallen Ark troops captured an empty battleship with 

EsGod’s doppelganger inside. He didn’t fight back and allowed himself to be captured, saying that he 

wanted to talk to us.” 

Tarrokov was truly surprised. 

Han Xiao frowned and felt that this matter was truly suspicious. There was no need for EsGod to do this. 

EsGod was extremely mobile, and he was not one to bother about his subordinates. Thus, he would be 

able to escape even without the help of the dynasty. Furthermore, the dynasty’s main target was not 

him. Why would EsGod bother making such an unnecessary move to anger the Arcane Church? Could it 

be that he thought that he would be able to make the dynasty happy by doing so? 

After thinking for a moment, Han Xiao asked, “Chief commander, what are you planning to do?” 

“Er… EsGod wants information about the Arcane Church’s coordinates, and it won’t really matter if we 

give it to him. The Arcane Church’s fleet will leave our security perimeter very soon, and we will lose 

track of them very quickly. This piece of news isn’t secret, and it won’t matter who we tell. 

“Even if EsGod isn’t truly sincere, we wouldn’t suffer any losses. But if he really wants to let Sagman and 

the others be his scapegoat, we will definitely earn big. As for him working together with the Arcane 

Church to ambush us, we can always settle the score in the future.” 

“Then let us go according to your plan.” 

Although Han Xiao felt that EsGod’s decision was extremely strange, Tarrokov was the commander. 

Since Han Xiao could not think of a problem, he would not interfere in Tarrokov’s decision. 

Right at this moment, Tarrokov said, “There is something else. EsGod’s doppelganger would like to meet 

you.” 

“Meet me? Alright. Since the dynasty fleet that is giving chase to EsGod doesn’t have any Beyond Grade 

As, I will split out a portion of my mechanical army to meet him and also monitor his doppelganger in 

the process.” 

Han Xiao was certain that EsGod probably wanted to ‘thank’ him for the evolution energy. 
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After pausing for a while, he continued. 

“As for the Arcane Church fleet… even if they leave the security perimeter, I have some means to locate 

them…” 

As a Virtual Mechanic, how can he not leave something behind for the Arcane Church fleet during the 

battle. Although the firewall of the Arcane Church fleet was strong, he still had the ability to leave a little 

something behind. 

Han Xiao’s eyes gleamed. 



Choosing to learn the [Virtual Creator] knowledge at this moment was to chase after them! 

Chapter 858 – Ames“ Actions 
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After giving chase for a while, the star map showed that the Arcane Church fleet had left the security 

perimeter and begun to split up. Tarrokov had temporarily lost contact with the Arcane Church fleet. 

Because of his previous conversation with Han Xiao, he invited Han Xiao to the main flagship so that Han 

Xiao could lock onto the locations of the enemy vessels through his Virtual Technology. 

Han Xiao walked through the corridors of the main flagship, straight to the command room, with Hila 

and the others following behind him. 

All of the dynasty’s commanders who he met along the way gave him a respectful salute. Han Xiao’s 

achievements in this battle had earned him the respect of all the participants in the battle. It could be 

said that their lives had been saved by Black Star, and they were naturally grateful to him. 

Han Xiao responded with a smile and turned around to see Hila frowning. He then looked down at her 

neck only to see a bandage on her neck, which extended down her collarbone. He then asked with 

concern, “Are your injuries alright?” 

Hila shook her head. “Such light injuries will recover in no time at all. You do not need to worry.” 
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After the battle, she did not allow Aurora to waste her life force to treat them and chose to recover 

naturally. 

“Does it still hurt?” 

“A little bit. The painkillers aren’t too effective.” Hila frowned. Although she had a stubborn personality, 

there was no need to act tough for such a small matter. 

“Then I need to congratulate you for being alive.” Han Xiao chuckled. 
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Their group then arrived at the command room, where Tarrokov was waiting for them. Upon seeing Han 

Xiao’s arrival, he immediately came forward to welcome him. He then pointed at a location on the star 

map and said, “This is the last position where the Arcane Church was seen. We have currently lost track 

of them. Black Star, we shall rely on you.” 

Han Xiao nodded and closed his eyes to enter the quantum network viewpoint. 

In the darkness, nodes began to light up in the quantum network with some near and others far. An 

endless stream of information was being transmitted by the nodes, and an illusory wave of information 

floated toward him. 
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The star map appeared in the quantum network in the form of nodes, and Han Xiao could easily zoom in 

or out. In the quantum network, distance was completely negligible since he could jump from node to 

node easily. The improvement from [Virtual Creator] strengthened him in all aspects and greatly 

increased the range of his abilities. 

The quantum network viewpoint seems more detailed than before. 

Han Xiao immersed himself in this new feeling for a while before getting to work. He then slowly 

connected to the nodes to feel the subtle traces that the Arcane Church had left behind in the quantum 

network. 

His brain rapidly processed a large amount of information, and Han Xiao opened his eyes abruptly. 

Pa! 

A few hundred red dots suddenly lit up on the star map before them. These were the Arcane Church 

battleships that had concealed themselves. 
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The locations of all the divisions were marked, and nothing could hide from him! 

Tarrokov was overjoyed. “Good job!” 

“Haha, I didn’t do much.” Han Xiao backed out from the quantum network viewpoint and chuckled. 

If it was before he learned [Virtual Creator], the traces of his infiltration would probably have alerted the 

Arcane Church’s artificial intelligence, and they would have cleared it up. 

But after learning the Ultimate Knowledge of the Virtual Mechanic class, he had received a huge 

upgrade and could easily create a backdoor into the Arcane Church’s system without being detected. 

This was why he had chosen to learn [Virtual Creator]. 

Tarrokov stroked his chin and said, “Now that we have their coordinates, the enemy’s movements will 

be transparent to us, and we don’t need to worry about losing them. Hmm, the enemy has split up their 

forces, and a portion of them are probably going to be sacrificed. If this is the case, it is very likely that 

these pawns being sacrificed have fake information about the location of the stargates and wish to 

distract us. The true location of the stargate should be in the fleet that contains those Beyond Grade As. 

Black Star, are you able to lock onto the enemy commander and Beyond Grade As’ positions? I suspect 

that they are not on the main flagship.” 

“I can, but I need to infiltrate the enemy’s surveillance equipment. The risk of being exposed will be 

increased, and we may lose their locations. Are you sure you want to take the risk?” Han Xiao replied. 

The security of a Universal Civilization naturally should not be underestimated. 

After thinking for a while, Tarrokov shook his head. “We should continue to maintain our current state. 

As long as we have their coordinates, we can try to capture their entire fleet in one fell swoop. Give 

EsGod a portion of the intelligence first.” 



Han Xiao nodded and did not say another word. His consciousness then entered his mechanical army. 

The mechanical army that he had sent out was almost going to come into contact with EsGod’s 

doppelganger. 

… 

A small fleet was currently approaching the meeting point together with an empty spaceship. They had 

been waiting for a long while, and beams of light suddenly appeared from the darkness of space and 

stopped before them. 

Both fleets came into contact with each other and verified their identities. The Black Star Army then 

approached the empty spaceship. 

A large number of dynasty soldiers were currently pointing their weapons at the exit of the spaceship, 

waiting for the Beyond Grade A envoy to take over from them. 

For a bunch of ordinary soldiers to monitor EsGod’s doppelganger, even if EsGod did not fight back, they 

would still have an immense sense of pressure. It was as though they were facing a beast that could kill 

them at any moment. Thankfully, their helpers had finally arrived. 

Whoosh! 

The hatch to the spaceship opened, and Psionic Prime walked in with his spear. Behind him was a group 

of Mechanical Lives and a large number of mechanical soldiers. 

Psionic Prime then looked down at the dynasty’s soldiers and said, “I am the first Apostle of Lord Black 

Star, Psionic Prime. I am here to take over the mission from all of you and shall watch over EsGod’s 

doppelganger.” 

“We shall hand him over to you.” The group of soldiers heaved a sigh of relief and hurriedly handed over 

the mission before leaving the empty spaceship hastily. 

Psionic Prime then brought his troops along to the empty spaceship. EsGod’s doppelganger was 

currently present. 

Behind him, Silver Flash looked at the gigantic Psionic Prime and said angrily, “The Lord is too biased. 

Why does he get to be the first Apostle Weapon?” 

“Stop complaining. Psionic Prime is the first child, so this can’t be helped,” a Mechanical Life Protector 

called ‘Gold Sovereign’ said. He belonged to the first batch of Mechanical Life and had a cold 

personality. 

In front of them was a beastman-type mechanical soldier called ‘Mad Sky Hunter’. He turned around 

and said, “The Lord has his own considerations, and we only have to give our absolute loyalty. Since the 

Lord bestowed Psionic Prime with such strength, it means that there is a limited number of Apostle 

Weapon slots. Perhaps only a small portion of us will be able to transform into Apostle Weapons.” 

Psionic Prime listened to the discussion behind him without saying a word and arrived at their 

destination in the spaceship. 



The energy core in this empty spaceship had already been removed, and the spaceship was currently 

short on power. EsGod’s doppelganger was leaning on the couch, and he faced Psionic Prime’s 

mechanical army. 

“Black Star, you’re here,” EsGod’s doppelganger said with a smile. 

“I am Psionic Prime. The Lord does not want to meet you now. You can just let me know what you want 

to tell him.” 

EsGod’s doppelganger sized Psionic Prime up and said with a teasing tone, “Apostle Weapon? Black Star 

didn’t have such an ability the last time we fought. It seems like he received a great reward from the 

current battle. Alright, I do not have any interest in talking to you. Get Black Star out to see me.” 

Psionic Prime then held his spear up and pretended that he did not hear anything. 

Upon seeing that, EsGod raised his arm out, and his arm stretched out like rubber, sending out a punch 

that was too fast to follow with the naked eye! 

Clank! 

His fists were imbued with Esper energy and crashed onto Psionic Prime’s spear, generating a small 

shockwave. 

Without saying anything, Psionic Prime channeled his energy into his spear, and the spear entered its 

released mode. 

A psionic energy wave then shot out from the spear! 

Swoosh! 

EsGod’s doppelganger had a stunning speed, and he avoided the attack nimbly. However, the couch that 

he was sitting on was sliced in two, and the entire wall of the spaceship was also sliced cleanly in two. 

The mechanical troops and EsGod’s doppelganger thus drifted into space and faced each other in a 

standoff. The dynasty’s spaceships by the side immediately aimed their cannons at EsGod’s 

doppelganger. 

Psionic Prime stood at the very front, and a surge of Mechanical Force descended on his body from afar. 

Psionic Prime’s body exploded forth with a blinding light. The other mechanical troops did not receive 

the boost from the Mechanical Force and retreated under Psionic Prime’s orders. 

EsGod’s doppelganger looked at the surge of Mechanical Force and knew that Han Xiao was definitely 

paying attention to the situation. He knew what Han Xiao’s intention was and could not help but sneer. 

Han Xiao wanted him to fight the Apostle Weapon to test the strength of the weapon. 

“Humph, on account of the fact that you allowed me to evolve, I shall play with your Apostle Weapon 

for a while.” 

The next moment, EsGod’s doppelganger made his move, and his arms stretched out toward Psionic 

Prime like a cannonball. He launched ferocious attacks, leaving behind a series of afterimages. 



This doppelganger did not have any powerful Esper Abilities and only had a few abilities to strengthen 

and modify the physique. However, this EsGod doppelganger still had the strength of a Beyond Grade A 

and the ability to suppress all Calamity Grades. 

Psionic Prime then brandished his spear to fight EsGod, and both their figures weaved around in space. 

Psionic Prime and EsGod’s doppelganger were evenly matched with each other in the head-on 

confrontation! 

Psionic Prime’s spear was imbued with blue psionic energy, and EsGod was like a lump of clay, capable 

of changing his form to avoid various different attacks. At the same time, EsGod’s attacks were also 

avoided by Psionic Prime by splitting his body up and transforming into various mobile floating guards. 

The mechanical troops watching by the side could not help but be surprised. 

They were originally no more than cannon fodder in the face of a Beyond Grade A, but Psionic Prime had 

the strength to fight a Beyond Grade A head on. 

“Is this the strength of an Apostle Weapon?” 

Silver Flash and all the other Mechanical Life earnestly yearned for such strength. 

Both parties clashed time and time again, and both of their figures retreated together. 

At this moment, the Mechanical Force on Psionic Prime dissipated, indicating that it was the end of their 

spar. 

EsGod’s doppelganger then stopped fighting after noticing that since he was there to talk. 

All of them returned to a Black Star Army spaceship that was by the side. EsGod sat down, and Han 

Xiao’s long distance projection appeared before him. 

Upon seeing that, EsGod’s doppelganger said with a smile, “Black Star, it is all thanks to you that I’ve 

been able to evolve this time.” 

Han Xiao then snorted. “You wanted to see me just to say something like this?” 
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“Of course not.” EsGod’s doppelganger waved his hands and chuckled. “I wanted to ask you if you 

managed to come up with any results after researching that set of wormhole data.” 

This fellow indeed chose to expose the data on purpose so that he could borrow my connections to help 

him research the data… Han Xiao’s eyes narrowed. 

However, EsGod still thought that he was the only one who knew about the existence of the World Tree 

Civilization and felt that he had an upper hand in intelligence. 

Up until now, EsGod still thought that Han Xiao only researched the wormhole data to be careful but did 

not know that Han Xiao was also aware of the World Tree Civilization’s existence. 

Han Xiao naturally would not destroy EsGod’s illusion as this was the only way to prevent EsGod from 

being wary. 



“Long story short. These are the coordinates that the dynasty wants me to pass to you.” Han Xiao then 

got Phillip to show a portion of the data. “If you really want to help the dynasty stop the Arcane Church, 

the dynasty may reconsider how they should deal with you.” 

EsGod’s doppelganger did not bother responding and started to view the intelligence report. 

Upon seeing that, Han Xiao said, “However, I cannot understand why you suddenly chose to work with 

the dynasty. Angering the Arcane Church has no benefits to you.” 

“You don’t need to worry about this.” EsGod did not even bother raising his head. 

Han Xiao stroked his chin and fell into thought. 

He had always felt that this was not EsGod’s intention but he was fooled by someone else. 

Although EsGod would be able to curry favor with the dynasty by doing so, Han Xiao felt that his 

intention was to make use of this opportunity to increase the Arcane Church’s losses. It was as though 

his targets were Sagman and the other Beyond Grade As. 

“If they manage to succeed, who will benefit the most? The Crimson Dynasty? The Federation of Light? 

Or maybe those Super Star Cluster Civilizations?” 

Han Xiao let out a deep sigh. 

… 

After the Arcane Church fleet split up to escape, Rogue, Sagman, and the others changed their 

spaceships and abandoned the main flagship. They then disguised themselves as a small fleet and were 

currently making their way to the true position of the secret stargate. 

Rogue felt that such a method would be able to confuse the dynasty’s forces, but the following event 

had shocked him. 

A portion of their escaping fleet suffered from an ambush. However, the ones ambushing them were 

not just the dynasty’s fleet but also the Fallen Ark fleet! 

“Is EsGod mad? Why is he attacking us‽” 

Rogue panted heavily with an ashen expression and bloodshot eyes. 

“That darn EsGod actually arrived at an agreement with the dynasty. This fellow really wants us to help 

restrain the dynasty for him!” 

Sagman was also extremely frustrated. It was one thing for EsGod to go back on his word, but he had 

even gone a step further to attack them. Although he did not have any expectations in EsGod, he could 

not help but be enraged by EsGod’s actions. 

Psyker then looked at the star map and suddenly said, “The situation is strange. They are accurately 

ambushing our divisions. Is it because that division was unlucky to run into the dynasty’s defensive line, 

or has the dynasty grasped our coordinates?” 

Everyone’s expression changed greatly the moment these words were said. 



Psyker gritted his teeth. “Black Star is a Virtual Mechanic, so he may have done something.” 

Mercer also gritted his teeth and thought to himself, What kind of bullsh*t Mechanic is he? 

Upon hearing that, Rogue immediately activated the automatic artificial intelligence scan on the 

spaceship, but there were no traces of Han Xiao’s infiltration. 

“Black Star’s infiltration can’t be detected…” Sagman felt his head ache. He was extremely 

knowledgeable, and he knew that a Virtual Mechanic capable of bypassing a Universal Civilization’s 

firewall was not easy to deal with. 

Although none of them were certain that Han Xiao had managed to lock onto their positions, they 

decided to prepare for the worst-case scenario. 

“The dynasty’s encirclement isn’t complete yet, so this is our only chance to escape,” Rogue said. 

“Inform our forces to split up again. I want to see a million divisions. Also, cut off half of the fleet’s 

quantum network connection!” 

He wanted to seize the opportunity before the encirclement was formed to use even more divisions to 

confuse the dynasty. Forming a million divisions meant that each division would only have a few 

battleships, and it would be impossible for them to fight back. This was akin to sacrificing even more 

people. 

Cutting off half of the fleet’s quantum network connection meant that these divisions would become 

deaf and blind. It would be impossible for them to communicate with the other fleets, so they could only 

escape according to the star map. The only advantage of doing so was that they would be able to 

prevent their locations from being spotted. Rogue was prepared to cut off his own quantum network 

connection, and it was akin to giving up command. 

Because of Han Xiao’s methods, Rogue had no choice but to make such a decision. It was akin to 

abandoning everyone in exchange for their survival. 

Ninjia looked at him coldly and said, “Sir, you will definitely have to face court martial if you do so.” 

“Hahaha…” Rogue laughed. “After the failure of this mission, what kind of a future will I have? 

“If not for Black Star turning the tables on all of you, would I have failed? 

“Do I hate all of you? Of course I do! 

“But all of you are still the high-level combatants of the Arcane Church. 

“These soldiers and troops can be easily drafted and hired again, but all of you are different. It is 

impossible to easily replicate the existence of a Beyond Grade A, and you still have the Universal 

Treasure Ten Thousand Deity Scepter in your hands… 

“My top priority is to cover your escape. Your lives are more important than any of ours! 

“When I was in command school, my lecturer told me that I shouldn’t be a commander if I can’t be 

merciless. Having perfection in all aspects is an impossible dream, so we have to make sacrifices in order 

to complete our objective. Everything that isn’t important can be abandoned… 



“I have already thought things through! Who cares about the court martial? My only mission is to 

protect the strength of the Arcane Church!” 

Rogue panted heavily after saying such a ‘moving’ speech. 

Sagman and the others all narrowed their eyes. 

As Beyond Grade As, they would not be easily taken in by the words of others, and Rogue’s intention 

was not able to escape their eyes. 

The five of them looked at each other before looking at Rogue. 

“Then let’s go according to your plan,” Sagman said slowly. 

… 

Above Planet Aquamarine, Floating Dragon Island had a lot more facilities a few months ago. There were 

plenty of spaceships flying in and out, and it was extremely prosperous. 

In order to set up their main camp, Floating Dragon no longer allowed scavengers and galactic pirates to 

land on the island and chased away all the gray organizations on the island. Of course, there was a 

portion who did not dare approach the stronghold of the Black Star Army and took the initiative to 

escape. 

The organizations entering Floating Dragon were mainly proper financial groups, and under Floating 

Dragon’s influence, Planet Aquamarine also gained support from quite a few financial groups. 

In Floating Dragon Palace, Ames was currently seated on her throne. 

Ames looked down at the representatives who had come to visit, and her face remained completely 

expressionless; no one was able to tell what she was thinking. In truth, however, she was just 

daydreaming. 

Sigh, all these troublesome matters will be taken care of by Jenny anyway. 

Ames’ mind had already drifted elsewhere. 

I wonder how Hila and Aurora are doing. Tsk, Black Star is truly annoying. You took both my students 

away and don’t even send some news back. 

Beep beep. 

At that moment, her communicator, which was floating nearby, rang. Ames then grabbed it with her 

force field and was a little surprised upon seeing who the caller was. 

Curious, Ames picked up the call and Austin’s figure appeared. “Austin? Didn’t this fellow go and search 

for materials? Why have you called me?” 

Austin smiled and said, “Ames, I have a piece of information that may be of use to you.” 

Ames raised her brows. “Interesting. When did you start selling information? Isn’t that Black Star’s 

hobby?” 



Austin smiled profoundly and informed Ames about the battle at Planet Lighthouse. 

Ames was seated lazily at the start, but she began to gradually sit up straight with unstable force field 

energy floating around beside her, bringing about a huge pressure to the financial group representatives 

below. 

“… that’s about everything.” Austin finished his description and added, “I am only informing you about 

this because you are Black Star’s ally. Just as I expected, you aren’t aware of this matter, and Black Star 

hid it from you. Haha, I think he doesn’t want you to be dragged into this storm.” 

“Stop nagging. I know what you mean. Humph, in any case, thanks for the information.” 

Ames hung up and shut her eyes as though she was in deep thought. 

Aesop, who was by the side, had heard the conversation and shook his head. “The prophecy was real. 

Thankfully, I reminded Black Star. If not, he might not have been able to escape this time. Black Star hid 

this matter from you because he doesn’t want you to be involved in the matters of the Universal 

Civilizations. However, Austin intentionally informed you about this because he wants to muddy the 

waters. Ah, he is truly a little brat who wants the world to fall into chaos.” 

Upon hearing that, Ames opened her eyes and said, “I am his ally, not his subordinate. What rights does 

he have to stop me from participating?” 

Aesop had a knowing look on his face. He then shook his head and asked, “What do you plan to do?” 
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“Contact the Crimson Dynasty envoy Zoel. The Crimson Dynasty is probably going to mobilize their 

forces in the Shattered Star Ring to attack the Arcane Church’s forces and stargate…” 

Ames then stood up. 

“Black Star, Psyker, Heber, and Austin, everyone is in the Flickering World… 

“Thus, I am the only Beyond Grade A in the Shattered Star Ring now! 

“I can go wherever I like!” 

Chapter 859 Return Gift! 

More and more dynasty fleets were being gathered, and the desolate universe belt outside of the Dawn 

Star Cluster was starting to be locked down. The encirclement was forming, and the gaps for the Arcane 

Church fleet were slowly closing. 

With the aid of Han Xiao’s coordinates, the dynasty managed to capture even more battleships. After 

Rogue ordered for a million divisions to be formed, these divisions no longer had the ability to break 

through after being discovered by the dynasty and could only be wiped out or captured. 

Not too long later, tens of thousands of battleships fell into the hands of the dynasty, and the Arcane 

Church members on board the battleships could only become captives. 

However, Rogue’s method had indeed slowed down the dynasty’s speed greatly. 



If they wanted to hide something, the best method was not to lock it up in a safe but to hide it within a 

sea of bait. This was the situation that the dynasty was facing. 
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In the main flagship, Tarrokov was having a virtual meeting with Han Xiao and the others to analyze the 

situation. 

“According to the statements of the captives, the enemy commander Rogue adopted the method of 

abandoning their forces to confuse us. Furthermore, half of their battleships have disconnected from 

the network and escaped from our surveillance. They are now lone armies trying to escape in the dark. 

We have managed to capture the Glorious Sun Grade flagship but were unable to find Rogue and the 

others. They should be hiding within the fleet that’s cut off from the network.” 

Han Xiao stroked his chin and said, “It seems like they noticed my infiltration and chose to cut off their 

tails to escape. Heh, this commander is somewhat capable.” 

“Black Star, do you have any ideas?” 
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“As long as those troops connect to the quantum network for even an instant, their locations will be 

exposed.” Han Xiao shrugged his shoulders. 

When he left behind the infiltration software, he had not learned [Virtual Creator] yet and was 

restricted by the firewall. If he had his current standard back then, it would not be as simple as 

infiltrating their system. He would have been able to bypass their defenses and use a virus to control the 

artificial intelligence of the enemy’s battleship. Even if the enemy cut off connection from the network, 

he would have been able to force the enemy’s artificial intelligence to reactivate it. 

“I can try to tell their fortunes,” Ravenlaude said. “However, the Arcane Church has two Mages, and 

they have definitely set up a force field to block their destiny lines and prevent others from spying on 

them.” 

“Just give it a try since it doesn’t require money.” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

Ravenlaude snorted, and a purple light appeared within his palms. A light blue crystal appeared in his 

palm with a gray cloud within it. 

The crystal then floated in front of him, and Ravenlaude tapped his forehead. Indigo light then flashed in 

the crystal, and an image gradually appeared in the gray cloud. 

Everyone then stretched their necks to take a look, and Ninjia’s face appeared within the crystal. He 

then looked at Ravenlaude as though he had noticed something. 

Ka-cha! 

The next moment, the crystal, which was not cheap, split in two. 
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“It was blocked indeed,” Ravenlaude said with resignation. 



Everyone then looked at him as if him being a disappointment was expected. 

Ravenlaude had thick skin and even asked if he could claim his losses. 

Tarrokov decided to ignore him temporarily. 

“The enemy has chosen to split up their forces with every division being much smaller than before,” 

Heber said with a deep voice. “Rogue’s fleet is probably the only one capable of breaking through our 

obstruction. The moment a Beyond Grade A takes action, they will be discovered by our people. 

However, we have not had any such reports, which means that they have not met our troops.” 

“They are truly lucky.” Beyoni snorted. 

Eh? Luck… Han Xiao then blinked, and an idea came to his head. He then turned around to look at Feidin 

with a burning gaze. 

“Feidin, if I asked you to choose, which direction do you think Rogue would escape in? You are pretty 

lucky, and your guess may be right.” 

Feidin did not know whether to laugh or cry. 

“Black Star, it is one thing for you to tease me usually, but how can you do so in front of outsiders? You 

shouldn’t joke about this, right?” 

“What are you talking about? I am not joking at all,” Han Xiao said seriously. “You can also see that we 

are facing a huge problem that cannot be solved. Why don’t you give it a try? Who knows what will 

happen?” 

Seeing Han Xiao’s insistence, Feidin could only helplessly point at a few spots on the star map casually. 

“Hey, don’t blame me if I am wrong.” 

Han Xiao chuckled and said, “Chief commander, why don’t you search the few directions that he pointed 

out? We may really be able to find Rogue.” 

“This is too childish!” Aurora could not help commenting. 

However, she looked up and realized that Tarrokov and the other Beyond Grade As had calm 

expressions on their faces as though they did not find it strange. 

“I see,” Tarrokov said. “Relying on instincts isn’t a bad choice right now.” 

Milizaus and the others nodded in agreement. 

They were all experts with a great deal of experience and believed in intuition as well. 

Luck was a part of strength! 

… 

Rogue’s fleet only had ten or so small spaceships, and after cutting themselves off from the network, 

they had lost contact with the other divisions. They did not know how many of their divisions had been 

captured and could only choose to escape. 



“We aren’t too far from the secret stargate, and we haven’t met with any dynasty fleets,” Rogue said, 

looking at the star map. “As long as we go past the barricade set up by the dynasty, we will be able to 

arrive at the stargate.” 

“Looks like our luck isn’t bad,” Taylor said. 

“It isn’t entirely luck,” Rogue replied. “We intentionally misled the dynasty’s fleet about our direction, 

and thus, the lockdown in this direction is thinner.” 

Sagman nodded slowly and replied, “According to our current speed, we will be able to…” 

Whoo! 

Before he could finish, the alarm suddenly went off. 

“Alert! Radar scan detected. Our disguise has been seen through. Please prepare for battle!” 

Everyone nodded and saw a dynasty fleet approaching them from the radar. 

“Dammit!” Rogue slammed the control panel. 

Their concealment mode could hide their location, but the enemy radar would still be able to pick them 

up at close proximity. A dynasty fleet that was in detection mode had just gone past them and thus 

detected their presence. 

Rogue then turned around and shouted at Sagman and the others, “The enemy has fifty battleships. 

Please get rid of them quickly!” 

Although the battleships of the Arcane Church were slightly faster, the Crimson Dynasty’s technological 

skills also belonged to the Universal Civilization grade and would not be thrown off so easily. 

If they tried to continue their escape, the surrounding dynasty fleets would also detect their location. 

Therefore, they had no choice but to wipe out this fleet that had spotted them. 

Sagman and the others nodded solemnly. 

Aided by the five Beyond Grade As, Rogue’s fleet easily wiped out their enemy but also revealed the 

existence of Sagman and the others. 

“The dynasty already knows that we are in this direction and will definitely attempt to prevent us from 

escaping. We must escape before the enemy Beyond Grade As arrive…” Rogue clenched his fists tightly. 

… 

Because their location had been exposed, Rogue’s fleet had to endure many layers of restrictions and 

could no longer attempt to escape stealthily. They could only forge a bloody path out and were 

extremely pathetic. 

They originally wanted to speed up but ended up being slowed down by the layers of battleships. 

Tarrokov, Han Xiao, and the others received news and immediately changed direction to give chase. 

The distance between both parties was decreasing as they approached the stargate. 



This time, Rogue and the others were charging straight toward the location of the secret stargate, and 

the dynasty’s fleet had finally discovered the secret stargate. Thus, an intense battle broke out with the 

Arcane Church fleet that was stationed at the stargate. 
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Rogue and the others eventually managed to arrive at the stargate by relying on the strength of the five 

Beyond Grade As. 

The Arcane Church fleet was currently engaged in an intense battle with the dynasty fleet, and 

reinforcements were coming from the other side of the stargate endlessly. 

From afar, Rogue and the others witnessed the battle. Hope of their escape was right before their eyes, 

and they could not help but grow excited. 

Rogue connected to the quantum network again and contacted the fleet stationed by the stargate. 

Following which, they then charged straight into the rear of the dynasty’s fleet and joined the battle to 

kill their way to the stargate. 

However, Tarrokov led the main fleet and arrived at this moment. Han Xiao and the others immediately 

spotted Sagman’s group of five, who were trying to use their strength to break through the dynasty’s 

formation. 

“Do it!” 

Without any hesitation, Han Xiao’s group of five left the spaceship and charged straight toward Sagman. 

Rogue was the first to notice this, and his face turned ashen. 

The Beyond Grade As still had a chance to escape into the stargate with their strength, but he had no 

way of escaping! 

He had even abandoned his fleet mercilessly, but he still was not able to escape‽ 

The powerful energy reaction attracted the attention of Sagman and the others, and their expressions 

changed greatly. 

“They caught up!” 

“We cannot be tied down by them!” 

Sagman’s group of five did not even dare turn around to fight back and sped up toward the stargate. 

They only wanted to arrive at the stargate before Han Xiao and the others could catch up to them. 

They knew that it would be impossible for them to escape from the Flickering World once they were tied 

down by experts of the same level. 

Five brilliant rays of lights were escaping with five chasing behind them. 

“Attack the stargate!” 

All those who had long-range attacks in Han Xiao’s party began opening fire at the stargate. 



Various Beyond Grade A attacks bombarded the stargate, and cracks appeared on the protective shield 

covering the planet. It would not last for long. 

Sagman and the others gritted their teeth and took the initiative to block the long-range attacks. They 

would rather get injured to reduce the damage of the stargate and borrow the strength of the attack to 

speed up their escape. 

It was now the Arcane Church group’s turn to protect the stargate, and they were in an extremely 

pathetic state. 

The mechanical army caused the greatest damage, and Mercer was the most pathetic. He was not like 

the others and did not have any long-range energy shields. He could only use his own body to endure 

the attacks, and his speed was gradually slowing down. 

Sagman and the two Mages were the fastest and charged straight into the stargate first. Psyker followed 

close behind them, and he used his psychic energy to receive a wave of attacks from the mechanical 

army, spitting out blood as he entered the stargate. 

Four of them escaped through the stargate, and only Mercer was left on the battlefield. Han Xiao and 

the others finally caught up when he was not too far away from the stargate. 

Heber charged forward and held onto Mercer. They then tangled with each other, and Mercer’s flying 

trajectory was thrown off course by Heber’s intervention. He smashed into the weakened protective 

shield and crashed into a corner of the stargate. 

Han Xiao then waved his hands, and a portion of his mechanical army charged into the stargate as 

scouts. 

The next moment, he lost contact with the mechanical army, and it was destroyed. 

The whirlpool in the stargate then disappeared, and it was shut from the other side. 

Upon seeing that, Milizaus snorted. “The four who escaped destroyed the other end of the stargate. 

Humph, it seems like they have abandoned Mercer.” 

“At least we caught one,” Ravenlaude said with a smirk. 

Everyone then turned around to look at Mercer. He was currently surrounded in all directions and had 

no way to escape. 

Heber was currently locked in a fierce battle with the crazed Mercer. 

Upon noticing their gazes, Heber said with a deep voice, “This is my prey. Don’t intervene.” 

Since it was impossible for Mercer to escape, they did not mind watching a one-on-one fight to observe 

both of their strengths. 

Han Xiao then cheered, “How energetic, Little Ty-Ty.” 

“Stop calling me that!” 

Heber decided to just ignore Han Xiao and focus his attention on dealing with Mercer. 



After finally getting a chance to capture a Beyond Grade A, he would not give it up. 

The stargate had already been destroyed, and the enemy did not have any way out. This battle was 

already as good as over. 

At this moment, Tarrokov joined in the conversation and announced with a satisfied look, “Four escaped 

with one left behind. Rogue has also been captured, and our results aren’t too bad. Even if Sagman’s 

group of four can escape from the Flickering World, they will still have to face another wave of attacks.” 

Escaping from the Flickering World did not mean that they would be safe. 

The Crimson Dynasty arranged for troops to block them in the Shattered Star Ring. The Black Star Army, 

Bloodshed Land, Klent, and all the other allies of the dynasty had also made their move, not to mention 

the restless Federation of Light. 

Their life of escaping had not come to an end, and they would still have to go through the vast Shattered 

Star Ring. 

Upon hearing that, Han Xiao said, “I just infiltrated the database of the stargate and obtained 

coordinates of the stargate on the other side.” 

Tarrokov’s eyes lit up. 

“This way, we will be able to uproot this secret stargate for good, and it will be much easier for us to 

lock onto their location. Black Star, good job!” 

Han Xiao smiled and turned around to look at the battle between Heber and Mercer. 

Capturing Mercer was only a matter of time. 

Heaving a sigh of relief, a cold light flashed past Han Xiao’s eyes. 

This was the second Beyond Grade A captive that they had caught! 

Would the Arcane Church be satisfied with his return gift? 

… 

At the same time, in some part of the desolate universe belt was the exit of the Arcane Church’s secret 

stargate. 

Sagman’s group of four looked at the stargate that had been destroyed by them and fell silent. 

“Mercer… wasn’t able to escape…” 

Sagman gritted his teeth so hard to the point his teeth almost cracked. 

If they had succeeded with their mission and gotten rid of Milizaus, Beyoni, and Black Star, the dynasty 

would only have had three Beyond Grade As left, and they would have been able to escape easily. 
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But now… 



They had lost the entire battle because of a moment of carelessness! 

“We can’t stop here,” Ninjia said. “Black Star will definitely be able to find this location. Hurry up and 

leave.” 

Sagman then snapped back to his senses and said with a dark expression, “Let’s go. We must take the 

Ten Thousand Deity Scepter back.” 

It had been a long time since they were reduced to such a pathetic state! 

Chapter 860 Invitation and Announcement 

The remaining soldiers of the Arcane Church were all captured by the dynasty. 

The stubborn Mercer and Heber were locked in an intense battle with their fists raining down on each 

other and Pugilist flames shooting out in all directions like the sparks from the clash of weapons. 

A Beyond Grade A Pugilist had grasped the true essence of speed and strength, and their movements 

were like lightning, which came with numerous afterimages behind them. Milizaus and the others rarely 

fought in close range, and they admired the battle from the side. 

Both of them fought until they were tired and riddled with injuries all over. Heber’s situation was slightly 

better, and he held onto Mercer tightly, bringing him onto the spaceship. 

Bang! 
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Mercer’s dense body was thrown onto the ground, and the half unconscious Mercer could not get up 

again. 

Heber then took a deep breath to stabilize his surging blood. He then pointed at Mercer, who was by his 

feet, and said, “I took care of him.” 

Clapping could then be heard in the room, and Tarrokov gave him a round of applause with a polite 

smile on his face. 

With Black Star one-shotting Dylan during their most desperate moment right before this, none of them 

thought highly of Heber defeating an opponent who was already defeated before this in a carefully 

engineered one-on-one fight. In fact, they all felt that it was truly too slow. However, none of them 

dared say it, afraid that they would offend Heber. 
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Han Xiao was different, and he was not afraid of Heber. With his drink in his hand, he said while sucking 

on the straw, “How slow, Little Ty-Ty. Why did you take so long?” 

The Pugilists had spent quite some time fighting each other, and the battlefield had already been 

cleared up. The spectators had already gone to find some drinks and snacks while watching the battle 

between the two Pugilists. 

“Humph.” Heber could not be bothered with him. 



No matter what, the achievement of defeating Mercer belonged to him, and no one would remember 

the details of how it happened. They would only know that he defeated another Beyond Grade A, and 

having the title was sufficient. 

Tarrokov then got everyone to come over and said, “Now that Heber is here, let me repeat myself again. 

I have already informed Her Excellency Urranrell about the battle results, and Her Excellency is 

extremely satisfied with our results. The Arcane Church fleet has been wiped out, and the dynasty has 

two Beyond Grade As in their hands. 

“With such chips in our hands, the dynasty will have the upper hand, and Her Excellency will announce 

this matter to the universe and inform all the large and small organizations about the Arcane Church’s 

actions and also the price that they had to pay.” 

The battle in the Flickering World did not last too long, and the dynasty was still locking down news 

about it. The outside world was clueless about it, but announcing it to the entire world was only a 

matter of time. 

If the Arcane Church managed to escape safely after the ambush, the dynasty’s prestige would be 

heavily hit. However, things were different now, and not only was the Arcane Church’s fleet completely 

wiped out, two of the six Beyond Grade As of the Arcane Church had been captured. The dynasty’s 

prestige had gone up another level, and the upper echelons were extremely satisfied with the actions of 

Han Xiao and the others. 

The dynasty would not miss such an opportunity to promote their own Beyond Grade As. Han Xiao 

would be the main focus of the promotion, and the dynasty was prepared to spread news about how he 

single-handedly turned the situation around. 
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Increasing the prestige of their allies was akin to increasing the dynasty’s prestige. This was a win-win 

situation. 

When they were watching Mercer and the Tyrant have a wrestling match, Tarrokov had already 

informed Han Xiao about the matter. As such, Han Xiao only nodded slightly to indicate that he 

acknowledged those words. 

The chief commander then said, “On the other side, there are still four Beyond Grade As who escaped 

into the Shattered Star Ring, and the dynasty will chase after them. However, the situation in the 

Shattered Star Ring is different from the Flickering World. The dynasty hopes that all of you will 

temporarily head to the Shattered Star Ring to hold the fort so that you will be able to respond quickly.” 

The Flickering World was currently the dynasty’s territory, and the other organizations did not have any 

foundation in this place. Thus, the dynasty was able to cast a large net to chase the enemy down 

without any interference. 

However, the situation in the Shattered Star Ring was different, and the various organizations had 

complicated relationships. The Arcane Church also had various spies in the Shattered Star Ring, and the 

four Beyond Grade As no longer only had a single escape route. They could easily choose to split up and 

disguise themselves as ordinary galactic residents. 



Furthermore, with the sheer size of a Star Field, searching for the enemy was akin to finding a needle in 

a haystack. 

Of course, as the ones being hunted, Sagman and the others would face danger at every turn, and they 

would be experiencing much more pressure. 

Because the enemy opened the gap with the stargate, the dynasty’s Beyond Grade As were unable to 

continue giving chase and could only choose to hold down the fort in the Shattered Star Ring. After all, 

the enemy would definitely try to hide themselves, and they would only be able to fight back after 

discovering the enemy’s tracks. If not, they would just be wasting their time. 

Han Xiao then smiled and said, “The Shattered Star Ring is the Black Star Army’s main camp, so I 

sincerely welcome all of you to be guests in the Black Star Army. All of your food and accommodation 

shall be taken care of by me during this period.” 

Heber immediately said after hearing that, “The Shattered Star Ring is also my territory. The Black Star 

Army has only been around for a few years, and there is nothing fantastic about them. All of you can 

come to my Bloodshed Land instead.” 

Everyone present was a Beyond Grade A Super and had incredible influence. As locals, both Han Xiao 

and Heber wanted to pull them into their own territory as guests and increase their prestige. 

Milizaus then chuckled. “Since Black Star has invited me, I shall go over to his place.” 

Beyoni also nodded, “Alright, you promised to host me back when we were in the Central Galaxy. Let’s 

make use of this opportunity.” 

They had spent one month with Han Xiao on Planet Lighthouse and also fought together in a desperate 

battle a while ago. They were naturally much closer to each other. 

“Black Star, I shall also go over to your place,” Maximiler, who only had his projection around, said. “We 

can make use of this opportunity to have an exchange in Mechanic skills.” 

“Sounds good.” Han Xiao agreed. 

Maximiler was a Mechanic and would naturally be more interested in someone of his own Class rather 

than a muscular man. 

Everyone ignored Heber’s invitation, and Heber felt a little embarrassed. He then turned around to look 

at the remaining Ravenlaude. 

Ravenlaude’s mouth cramped up, and he said helplessly, “Then… I shall go to Bloodshed Land.” 

Since everyone was going to the Black Star Army, he also wanted to join in the fun and see if he could 

find an opportunity to borrow the Evolution Cube. However, he felt his head ache upon seeing Heber 

stare at him and could only go against his own wishes. 

Heber’s expression became slightly better. At least not everyone had ignored him. 

He then looked at the three people beside Han Xiao and felt a little defeated. 



He had held the Tyrant Party in the Shattered Star Ring for many years and felt that his network was 

pretty large. However, the experts of the same level in the other Star Fields did not think too highly of 

him, and he felt that he lost out to Han Xiao in this respect. 

Tarrokov then coughed and interrupted the conversation. 

“Because of the increased difficulty in searching for the enemy, the dynasty has decided to cut off the 

enemy’s path of retreat and ambush the Arcane Church’s stargate stationed in the Shattered Star Ring. 

“The Shattered Star Ring envoy Zoel is already mobilizing our forces, and he will launch an attack after 

the dynasty makes an announcement regarding this matter.” 

“It seems like we won’t be able to arrive in time for this.” Han Xiao nodded. “Neither party has any 

Beyond Grade As to help. Can the dynasty deal with the Arcane Church’s forces?” 
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“You’re wrong. We have a Beyond Grade A combatant.” Han Xiao was stunned for a moment. “Could it 

be that the dynasty invited Beyond Grade A allies from the other Star Fields? Wouldn’t it take too much 

time? The Arcane Church will also be able to send out Beyond Grade A combatants if this is the case.” 

“No, our Beyond Grade A combatant is a local in the Shattered Star Ring.” 

“Local? Heber and I are in the Flickering World. Austin is still rushing back and won’t be able to make it 

in time. There’s no need to talk about Psyker…” 

As he said that, Han Xiao suddenly realized something, and his face darkened. 

“Did you guys seek help from Ames by using my name‽” 

“Black Star, don’t misunderstand us. We didn’t do that. The Dragon Emperor took the initiative to 

approach Zoel and requested to participate in the operation,” Tarrokov said. “I only found out recently, 

and Zoel has already agreed to it. With all of you absent, she is the only Beyond Grade A in the Shattered 

Star Ring and will be able to aid us greatly.” 

“How did she find out about the matters over here?” 

“This… I don’t know about that.” Tarrokov shook his head. 

Han Xiao frowned and walked to the side to contact Ames. 

Ames’ figure floated up on his communicator, and she sized Han Xiao up upon seeing him before saying 

with a smile, “Eh, the busy man is finally willing to call me.” 

Han Xiao did not bother beating about the bush and asked, “Let me ask you, did you contact the dynasty 

to enter this storm?” 

“Why? Do you have an issue?” Ames smirked. 

Han Xiao nodded and said, “You shouldn’t have. This isn’t a good thing for you.” 

“How long have you known me?” Ames asked with a calm voice. “To me, there are only things that I 

wish to do and those that I don’t wish to do. You are my ally, and since you were ambushed, what kind 



of ally would I be if I don’t help? Humph, you still tried to hide the matter from me. If not for Austin 

informing me about the matter, I wouldn’t have known that you encountered such danger in the 

Flickering World.” 

So, it was that darn old man Austin… Han Xiao then said helplessly, “It isn’t that I am hiding the matter 

from you. I just haven’t told you yet. I don’t need to inform you at the very first moment, right?” 

Ames snorted. “… I really wish to beat you up sometimes. It is a pity that you are much stronger than 

before, and I’m not confident that I can beat the current you.” 

Han Xiao stroked his chin and said helplessly, “Don’t change the topic. The dynasty will be able to attack 

the stargate even if you don’t participate. There’s no need for you to do so. You are not a member of the 

dynasty and do not have the dynasty’s protections. Your situation will be tough if you anger the Arcane 

Church.” 

“Really? What about Austin? You don’t seem to think about him,” Ames said with a mocking tone. 

“Is that even the same?” Han Xiao shook his head. “Austin owed me a favor, but you don’t. Instead, I am 

the one who owes you a favor. Besides, both of us are allies, and I have to think on your behalf.” 

“Tsk, it turns out that you still know how to speak like a human.” Ames teased him a little before getting 

serious. “Alright, you don’t need to continue. You should know that even Aesop wouldn’t be able to 

convince me otherwise if I make a decision.” 

“Alright then…” 

Han Xiao was a little helpless but also touched. When he was weak, Ames had also stood up for him like 

this. Now that they were already on the same level, she still chose to do so, and those memories 

surfaced in his head. 

“Then take care of yourself.” 

After hanging up, Han Xiao contacted Zoel. 

Zoel’s face appeared, and he said with a friendly expression, “Haha, Your Excellency Black Star. It has 

been quite some time. I have heard about your merits in the Flickering World. Good job!” 

Zoel was the one who had introduced Han Xiao to join the dynasty. Now that Han Xiao had rendered 

merits to the dynasty, he would also receive some reward and was in a good mood. 

“Zoel, I have something to ask of you…” Han Xiao then said his request. 

“It’s nothing much. Don’t worry, I will inform the garrison commander to prevent the Dragon Emperor 

from fighting at the most dangerous location.” 

“Alright, I will return to the Shattered Star Ring soon, and we can have a gathering at the headquarters 

of the Black Star Army. Milizaus, Beyoni, and Maximiler will also be around.” 

“They are all bigshots.” Zoel’s eyes lit up. With his current position, he would only be able to meet the 

Beyond Grade As in the Shattered Star Ring, and there was no chance for him to meet the Beyond Grade 

As of the other Star Fields. This was a good opportunity for him to get to know them. 



After ending the call, Han Xiao returned to Tarrokov’s side and used the Spacetime Amber to seal the 

struggling Mercer with the aid of the others. 

Following that, the fleet changed directions and headed toward the stargate located in the Dawn Star 

Cluster. It would take them a few days to return to the Shattered Star Ring. 

Han Xiao had originally thought that he would have to remain in the Flickering World, but never had he 

thought that he would be able to return to his main camp because of this interlude. 

In truth, his physical location did not matter as the Black Star Army would continue their exploration of 

the Flickering World. 

Opening the forums to take a look, the player’s [The Crimson Dynasty Order: All Out Pursuit] had not 

ended yet. There were still many Arcane Church troops scattered all around and also plenty of Fallen Ark 

troops that had not escaped. 

Compared to Sagman’s group of four, Han Xiao would rather deal with EsGod. However, the dynasty’s 

attention was currently on the Arcane Church. 

Without aid from his teammates, Han Xiao was not confident about killing EsGod. 

I can only wait for the Crimson Dynasty to announce this matter to the universe and carry out a large 

scale counterattack before trying to persuade them about my previous suggestion, Han Xiao thought to 

himself. The Political Asset should have some influence on this, right? 

… 

The day after catching Mercer, the dynasty called for a press conference, and Ruler Urranrell personally 

revealed the entire incident to the universe. 

Countless galactic media groups broadcast the press conference, and the scene of the press conference 

spread throughout every Star Field. 
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Regardless of whether it was a variety channel or family channel, every channel showed the press 

conference of the dynasty. 

The captains of various spaceships, customers of bars, travelers in transit stations, and many others all 

had their eyes glued to the press conference. 

Many galactic residents were listening to the Crimson Dynasty’s announcement at the same time. 

The galactic residents only knew that the Flickering World was a new Star Field that was currently being 

explored and did not know anything else. However, a battle between eleven Beyond Grade As had 

actually broken out in this unexplored Star Field with the Arcane Church and the Crimson Dynasty 

fighting each other head on! Both Universal Civilizations also simultaneously announced that they were 

entering war time alert! 

This announcement was like the explosion of a psionic bomb! 

 


